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Glossary
Term

Definition

Allocation

1.Water that is actually available to use or trade in any given year,
including new allocations and carryover.
2. The water that is actually in the dam in any given year is allocated
against water shares. The seasonal allocation is the percentage of your
water share volume available under current resource conditions, as
determined by the resource manager.

Annual delivery
allowance

A volume in megalitres that can be delivered under the delivery share for a
rate set by the water corporation.
Deliveries above this annual delivery allowance attract a higher casual use
infrastructure fee for Goulburn-Murray Water customers.
The annual delivery allowance is determined by taking the delivery share
number as expressed in megalitres per day, multiplied by 270 for irrigation
areas and by 365 for pumped irrigation districts.

Annual use limit

The maximum volume of water in an irrigation season that may be used on
the land described in a water-use licence or water-use registration.

Casual use

Water deliveries above the annual delivery allowance are called casual
use, and attract a casual use infrastructure fee that applies to each
megalitre of water delivered during the season which is more than the
annual delivery allowance.

Delivery share

An entitlement to have water delivered to land in an irrigation area. It gives
access to a share of the available capacity in the channel or piped network
that supplies water to the property.
Delivery share is defined by a rate of megalitres per day, which establishes
how deliveries will be shared if everyone on the channel or piped network
wants water on the same day.
Delivery share also includes an annual delivery allowance, which is based
on the delivery share in megalitres per day, multiplied by the number of
days in the irrigation season.
Delivery share is tied to the land and stays with the property if it is bought
or sold. It also stays with the property if the water share is sold separately.

Delivery system

The infrastructure or river system that enables water to get to entitlement
holders.
This means an irrigation area, or for a river reach for private diverters, or a
catchment or aquifer.

Entitlement

A right to take/use/extract/have water delivered that may be limited by
conditions.
Different entitlements are necessary depending on where and how water is
taken, and what it is then used for.
The most common types of entitlements are water shares, delivery shares,
water-use licences, take and use licences, water allowances, supplies by
agreement and works licences.

Extraction share

A share of the total amount of water that can be drawn from regulated
rivers at a certain point over a given period of time. The extraction share is
expressed on a works licence.

Infrastructure
access fee

A fixed charge that applies for each megalitre of delivery share.
The infrastructure access fee contributes to the costs of providing the
irrigation infrastructure network, e.g. channels, pipes, automated gates.

Irrigation district

A legal entity declared under the Water Act 1989. This gives rural water
corporations rights and responsibilities to supply water by channels and
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pipelines mainly for irrigation purposes.
The Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District is a large district across northern
Victoria that includes irrigation areas like Shepparton and Central
Goulburn.
Robinvale, Red Cliffs, Merbein and Mildura irrigation districts combine to
form the Sunraysia irrigation area.
The Macalister Irrigation District is the largest irrigation area south of the
Great Dividing Range in central Gippsland.

ii

Private diversion

Extraction of water for irrigation and domestic and stock supply using
private works from regulated and unregulated rivers and streams,
groundwater bores and farm dams. Irrigation district infrastructure is not
used.

Termination fee

Any fee or charge payable to an operator (e.g. Lower Murray Water or
Goulburn-Murray Water) for either terminating access or surrendering a
water delivery right.

Unbundling

When the entitlement previously called a water right, or a take and use
licence in a declared water system, is converted into three separate
entitlements.
These are: a water share, a delivery share or extraction share in a works
licence, and a water-use licence.
This occurred for declared water systems on 1 July 2007 in northern
Victoria and 1 July 2008 in southern Victoria.

Water right

Prior to the unbundling of water entitlements in Victoria on 1 July 2007
water right referred to the right in irrigation districts to a share of the
available water resource, the right to have water delivered and a share of
capacity in the delivery system and the right to irrigate land.

Water share

A water share is a legally recognised, ongoing entitlement to a share of the
water available in a defined water system.
It gives the owner a right to a share of water in the dams.
The volume of a water share is defined as a maximum amount of allocation
that can be made against it each year.
Features of a water share include
▪ its water system, such as the Goulburn, Murray or Macalister;
▪ its reliability, which can be high or low, and the volume, e.g. 100
megalitres (ML).

Water-use licence

A licence that authorises the use of water for the purposes of irrigation on
the land specified in that licence.

Works licence

A licence that authorises the construction, alteration, operation, removal or
decommissioning of any works on a waterway, or a bore, or a dam
belonging to a prescribed class of dams.
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Summary
Delivery share arrangements in northern Victoria are being reviewed as part of the Victorian Government’s
commitment in Water for Victoria (2016) to help irrigation communities adapt to rapid change and reduced
water availability. The review is being led by the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
(DELWP) working closely with Goulburn-Murray Water (GMW) and Lower Murray Water (LMW).
The review examines the function and performance of delivery share as the entitlement that requires a water
corporation to maintain connection to the shared delivery infrastructure within an irrigation district and the
irrigator’s right to water supply from that infrastructure.
Created as part of the unbundling reforms of 2007 when water rights were separated from land, delivery
shares were designed to perform five critical functions to service irrigators and manage infrastructure as
water volumes and use shifted through trade:
1. To manage the obligation to continue a delivery service
2. To manage level of service, including rationing in congestion events
3. To share the fixed costs of irrigation infrastructure
4. To protect from price shocks as water is traded
5. To signal areas that could be rationalised.
Ten years on from unbundling it is timely to review how delivery shares have performed, to explore options to
address community concerns with delivery shares and to look at ways of improving how delivery shares
function so they provide greater value to people who hold them.
The review has put together options to change or replace delivery shares by looking at the data around
current delivery share holdings and water use and by consulting with water corporations and irrigator
representatives.
The resulting 21 options have been categorised according to the type of changes proposed and assessed by
independent experts. The following criteria were used to assess the options:
•

Do they help to meet the five design functions of delivery shares?

•

Do they contribute to meeting valuable extra or emerging purposes?

•

Are the changes and any proposed products well-specified and understandable?

•

Are the changes consistent with the guiding principles and frameworks for water markets and
pricing?

•

Are the changes feasible to implement from an infrastructure operation and administration
perspective, and do benefits of implementation exceed the costs?

•

Can the impacts on different customer groups and districts be identified and managed?

The assessments are presented in chapters 4 to 8.
The review has produced a full understanding of how delivery shares are performing. This was done by
analysing data on delivery shares held, water use, fixed charges and water trade. We listened to many
stakeholders’ concerns, including water corporation representatives, irrigators, industry representatives and
people with delivery shares who do not own or use water.
There are clear issues around the balance between delivery shares held, infrastructure capacity and water
use, but there are also complicated links to broader issues like structural adjustment, changing commodity
prices, reduced water availability and improved irrigation technology.
Delivery share alone is not the cause or cure for all the challenges facing irrigators in northern Victoria. There
is no single option or simple approach that resolves the difficult, connected issues that contribute to irrigators’
concerns about delivery shares.
The preliminary findings in this report will inform the review’s final policy recommendations. Contributions
from the irrigation community will help to refine the different options and determine their value to water
corporation customers.
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The review will recommend a range of options that work together as a package but also reflect the
differences between irrigation businesses and districts. There will be specific options that apply to each water
corporation area and in different irrigation districts.

Preliminary findings
The preliminary findings for the options considered in this report are summarised here. Some options depend
on others: for example, several options rely on water corporations working to progress a functional market in
delivery shares. Some options may be incompatible with others, while many can be combined to increase
the benefits.
The options considered have been assessed and grouped into three categories:
•

Recommended – these options meet all the assessment criteria, and based on this initial
assessment improve delivery share arrangements. The options will be considered in greater detail
and refined through the next stage of the review, aided by stakeholder feedback.

•

Investigate further – these options meet most of the assessment criteria; however, they may not
improve on existing delivery share arrangements. In general, further work is required so that a
thorough assessment can be completed. Input from stakeholders will help determine the preferred
design, and to gauge how useful the irrigation community perceives these options to be.

•

Not recommended – these options do not meet key assessment criteria, and are not considered to
perform as well as existing arrangements. In many cases they increase administration costs and add
complexity but do not address the root causes of concerns around delivery shares. Some options
impose a transfer of costs between charge types that can increase prices for active irrigators. These
options will only be evaluated further where stakeholders can provide a strong case to do so, setting
out the outcomes that the option would provide, how costs would be mitigated, and improvements to
existing delivery share arrangements.

The water corporation where the option is of most relevance is listed in brackets after the title of the option.
Recommended
Option 5: Seasonal delivery shares (GMW and LMW) – dividing the existing whole-year delivery shares into
a number of seasonal delivery products and allowing holders to sell delivery shares for the seasons where
they do not irrigate and buy extra delivery shares for peak seasons.
Option 7: Limited term contracts (GMW) – offering fixed-term contract delivery shares where the contract
may be renewed at the end of the term, or service ceased without the payment of termination fees would
provide strong signals for rationalisation or reconfiguration.
Option 11: Delivery share markets (GMW and LMW) – establishing markets in delivery shares that have
clear rules and are managed transparently by the water corporations.
Option 18: Alter the level and application of the termination fee (GMW and LMW) – reducing the termination
fee where termination involves full surrender of all delivery shares attached to a property and makes
reconfiguration possible.
Option 19: Distribution of water efficiency dividends (GMW) – delivery shares would be the basis for
distributing any well-defined water efficiency dividends, with the specific process to be determined in
consultation with customers.
Option 20: Spatial decision-making processes (GMW and LMW) – water corporations to establish a spatial
decision-making process, able to be instigated by customers or by the water corporation, to make decisions
about service level, contract, reconfiguration, or rationalisation opportunities at the spur-to-channel scale.
Option 21: Information, communication and transparency (GMW and LMW)
-

water corporations to provide more transparency regarding the rationale and conditions for
discounting or waiving the termination fee, as well as communicating how the income generated
through termination fees is used

-

water corporations to actively and transparently provide up-to-date information relating to delivery
shares, including the make-up of associated tariffs

-

full disclosure of delivery shares attached to a property and related charges within real estate
information statements and Section 32 Vendor Statements for property sales.

iv

Options for further investigation
Option 1: Reduce the annual delivery allowance (GMW) – reducing the ADA in GMW districts to a multiple
below the current 270 times the delivery share rate, to increase the value of holding delivery shares. This
would be implemented indirectly through tariff approaches by:
a. Adjusting the threshold for charging casual use fees, and/or
b. Applying a stepped tariff approach for water use above 100 times the delivery share rate.
Option 4: Linking delivery shares to annual use limit (AUL) (LMW) – creating a link between delivery shares
and AUL so that the annual delivery allowance from the delivery shares held does not markedly exceed the
AUL available for the property.
Option 6: Different delivery service level products (GMW) – offering premium and lower service-level
products with pricing to reflect costs and allow irrigators to select a service that best meets their needs.
Option 8: Priority ordering lead times (GMW and LMW) – priority lead time access to water ordering systems
for delivery shareholders would provide access to preferred delivery slots based on delivery shares.
Option 9: Priority volumetric access (GMW and LMW) – priority volumetric access to channel/pipeline
capacity for delivery shareholders would provide access to water volumes consistent with delivery shares.
Option 10: Implement flow rates linked to delivery shares (GMW and LMW) – setting the determined flow
rate for each property as an attribute of the delivery share would provide a relationship between delivery
shares held and the minimum daily rate of take.
Option 13: Increase contribution of environmental water use to district operations and maintenance costs
(GMW and LMW) – reviewing the contribution of environmental water deliveries to district infrastructure costs
is being examined through the state-wide review of environmental water charges.
Option 16: Alter the recovery basis for the Infrastructure Access Fee (IAF) or Delivery Share Fee (DSF)
(GMW and LMW) – altering the basis for the fixed charges by using the area serviced by the connection
and/or through a distance-based charging mechanism.
Option 17: Alter the level and application of the usage fee (GMW and LMW) – changing the levels and
application of both the usage and casual usage fee to increase the value of holding delivery shares,
potentially increasing uptake and thus reducing per delivery share costs across the system.
Not recommended
Option 2: Resizing of current delivery shares (GMW) – reducing the rate of water delivery in megalitres per
day provided by holding a delivery share would lock in underutilisation of the system and risk increasing
costs to active irrigators.
Option 3: Reallocation of delivery shares (GMW) – reallocating delivery shares based on recent water use is
a retrospective and complex adjustment that impacts specifically on higher water users, and does not
address the underlying pressures resulting from reduced water use.
Option 12: Amnesty period for unwanted delivery shares (GMW and LMW) – providing an amnesty period for
unwanted delivery shares when termination fees would be reduced or waived would result in significant
foregone revenue unless charges for remaining delivery shareholders were increased.
Option 14: Applying comparable charges on water that is traded out of the region (GMW and LMW) –
including infrastructure contribution charges on water that is traded out of the districts breaches the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission’s (ACCC) prohibition on shadow delivery charges and
user-pays principles.
Option 15: Government subsidies (GMW and LMW) – government payments to subsidise the ongoing costs
of operating and maintaining district infrastructure breaches ACCC principles of full cost recovery and userpays charging.
Several of the options can help to support the reconfiguration of district infrastructure and reduce the
continuing costs to all irrigators. These include limited term contracts, altering the level and application of the
termination fees, delivery share markets and those options that depend on markets. These options also
expand the opportunities available for people who wish to exit irrigation completely.
The findings of this review will also be used to inform other projects and programs looking at related issues.
These include GMW’s transformation process, the Victorian Government review into environmental water
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charges, and investigations into extraction management and deliverability risks in the southern connected
Murray-Darling Basin.
The preliminary recommendations will be open for community consultation and public submissions until
Monday 20 August 2018.
Opportunities to learn more about the Delivery Share Review and have your say include:
•

Through GMW’s Water Services Committees

•

Through LMW’s Customer Service Advisory Committees

•

Online via Engage Victoria (engage.vic.gov.au)

•

Through attending community meetings – details are provided on Engage Victoria.

For more information about the delivery share review and opportunities to get involved, contact the project
team at rural.water@delwp.vic.gov.au
Following community consultation, the preliminary findings presented in this paper will be refined from the
conceptual level to be assessed for feasibility. This in-depth analysis will consider:
•

Community acceptance, concerns and preferences for the initial findings, including further
specification of design, functionality and anticipated impacts.

•

Identification of any policy or regulatory changes or expansions to the functionality of the Victorian
Water Register that would be required, and high-level assessment of economic feasibility.

•

Assessment of implications for linked water entitlement and market elements, such as extraction
shares, headworks charges and trading rules, and interaction with other reviews and policy areas,
such as environmental water charges and delivery shortfall risks.

The work done in this stage, including reporting on how feedback received from the community has been
used to refine the recommendations, will be captured and made available to the public through the Delivery
Share Review Community Response report. This report will be released through the Engage Victoria site in
late 2018.

vi

1. Introduction
The Victorian Government recognises the increasing need for irrigation systems in northern Victoria to
provide flexibility for farmers and allow districts to adapt to rapid and continuing change.
The Government’s Water for Victoria plan (2016) set out a range of measures to help irrigation
districts adapt to the future and support the changing needs of their customers. Action 4.3 committed
to review the future use of delivery shares in the Goulburn-Murray and Sunraysia irrigation districts to
consider how tariffs and price signals can be used to assist irrigation districts adapt to changing
customer needs.
Delivery shares are used in the Goulburn-Murray and Sunraysia irrigation districts as a way of
conferring rights to irrigators to access water delivery infrastructure. Delivery share is linked to fixed
charges on water bills and guarantees the holder access to the irrigation system. It helps to share the
costs of operation and maintenance across all potential users of the system.
The review is being led by DELWP, working closely with GMW and LMW. This is timely as it has been
10 years since the unbundling of water entitlements and the introduction of delivery shares. Victoria’s
irrigation districts have experienced significant change over this time, with less water available in the
irrigation pool through climate change and environmental water recovery, and new irrigation and crop
production technologies, trends in global markets and fluctuating commodity prices.
This paper is an opportunity for community members to help develop the recommendations on how to
improve how delivery shares are defined and managed in Goulburn-Murray and Sunraysia irrigation
districts.
Comments on this discussion paper will inform the final recommendations to be released in late 2018.

1.1 Objectives
The review uses data and feedback from stakeholders to test if current delivery share arrangements
offer the right services and flexibility for irrigators and water corporations to adjust to rapid changes in
land and water use. It applies to arrangements in northern Victoria where water trade and pricing are
informed by the Murray-Darling Basin Plan.
This paper:
•

Explains what a delivery share is and how the entitlement was developed

•

Sets out how delivery shares are used within districts operated by GMW and LMW

•

Evaluates proposed options against criteria to test which options are viable

•

Puts forward for community consideration the preliminary recommendations for changes to
delivery shares.

1.2 Scope
This paper presents options for adjusting or replacing delivery share, including those already put
forward by stakeholders. Each option will be evaluated against the project principles outlined here.
Those options consistent with the principles have been nominated as preliminary recommendations.
These will be worked through with irrigation communities to develop the final recommendations for
changes to delivery share arrangements in northern Victoria.
The principles for assessment of delivery share options are:
1. How the option aligns with the original design purposes of delivery shares to:
a. Manage the obligation to continue a delivery service
b. Manage level of service, including rationing when there is congestion in a channel
c.

Share the fixed costs of irrigation infrastructure
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d. Protect from price shocks as water is traded
e. Signal areas that could be rationalised.
2. Whether the option provides any valuable extra or emerging purposes.
3. To what extent the option complies with Victoria’s water policy principles. That is the extent to
which:
a. The changes and any proposed products are well-specified and understandable
b. The changes are consistent with the guiding principles and frameworks for water
markets and pricing
c.

The changes are feasible to implement from an infrastructure operation and
administration perspective, and the benefits of implementation exceed the costs

d. The impacts on different customer groups and districts can be identified and
managed.
The options investigated have been grouped into five chapters that examine different aspects of the
delivery entitlement:
Chapter 4 – Specification of a delivery share
Options around the entitlement, what it provides the holder and how it links to
infrastructure capacity and alternative models for meeting the entitlement requirements.
Chapter 5 – Delivery shares and service
Options for different types of service at different price points and/or contracts where this
benefits all system users. This may include seasonal, peak/off-peak and variable service
level products.
Chapter 6 – Use of delivery shares in system operations
Options around how delivery shares can be used in system planning and operations to
manage service and meet customer needs.
Chapter 7 – Facilitating markets in delivery shares
Options for supporting the permanent and/or temporary trade of delivery share where
infrastructure makes this possible.
Chapter 8 – Tariff and pricing principles
Policy principles for delivery shares and termination fees.
Some options may be relevant to a specific water corporation because of differences between the
GMW and LMW districts. Some options depend on each other and may need to be recommended as
a set while others may work against each other. The relationships between options and to specific
districts will be investigated in detail for those options that go on to the recommendation stage.
Community concerns around delivery shares cut across broader issues like the impacts of water trade
and trading rules, specific water corporation tariff structures and risks around water availability, but
this review is confined to the delivery share entitlement itself.

1.3 Project approach
The review uses data and evidence from GMW and LMW and the Victorian Water Register to explore
trends and relationships between delivery share holdings, water use, water shares and infrastructure
capacity to understand how delivery shares are performing and to evaluate options for change.
The project has been divided into three phases. The release of this discussion paper marks the start
of phase three, with final recommendations to be developed after community consultation.

2

Phase 1 Understanding the problems

August 2017 to February 2018

Work began to hear and understand community concerns and fact check issues around
delivery shares. Consultation included meetings with GMW Water Services Committee
Chairs and Deputies, LMW staff, the Victorian Farmers’ Federation and other advocates
for reform.
Phase 2 Finding possible options

March to June 2018

A list of options to investigate was developed. Irrigators’ concerns were used to identify
possible changes to consider. Options were investigated and evaluated against the
principles to reach the preliminary recommendations in this report.
Phase 3 Developing final policy recommendations

July to September 2018

This is the current project phase. We are seeking feedback from irrigators and the
community to help develop final policy recommendations that are practical and meet the
needs of the Goulburn-Murray and Sunraysia irrigation districts now and in the future.
The delivery share review connects closely with other current projects and work programs looking at
issues around water trade and pricing that impact on delivery shares, including:
•

•

•

Goulburn-Murray districts
o

GMW Strategic Advisory Panel findings and Transformation processes

o

GMW strategic reviews, including the 25-year Asset Strategy and Tariff Review

o

GMW pricing submission to the Essential Services Commission

Sunraysia districts
o

Sunraysia modernisation and rejuvenation projects, including SMP2

o

LMW pricing submission to the Essential Services Commission

State-wide
o

Southern-connected Basin water deliverability risks and constraints work, including
market approaches to delivery shortfalls

o

Socio-economic impacts of the Basin Plan

o

Environmental Water Charges Policy Project

o

Water extraction share arrangements and compliance management.
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2. Context
Delivery shares give access to a share of the available capacity in the channel or piped network that
supplies water to a property.
They are linked to land and stay with property if the water share is traded away. The delivery share
forms the basis for a fixed annual charge – the Infrastructure Access Fee (IAF) in the GoulburnMurray Irrigation District (GMID) and Delivery Share Fee (DSF) in the Lower Murray Water districts –
that must be paid regardless of water use.
Delivery shares were introduced on an interim basis across Goulburn-Murray Water’s irrigation
districts in 2006 and then permanently across all irrigation districts in northern Victoria as part of
unbundling in 2007.
Unbundling included measures to enable the full separation of water from land. This intended to
facilitate improved trade and provide greater choice and flexibility to water users in managing risks
and opportunities around water security, access to services and developing new irrigation enterprises.
Looking at the data, irrigators have taken up opportunities to trade water, new crop types and
production systems have emerged, and water markets have grown. This suggests that, overall,
unbundling has largely achieved these objectives. These significant reforms have also coincided with
major pressures including the Millennium Drought and the Murray Darling Basin Plan, which make it
difficult to identify impacts relating to specific policy reforms.
Unbundling in July 2007 separated what had been a single water right into separate entitlements:
•
•
•

A water share – an ongoing entitlement to a share of the water available in a water system. A
water share can be bought and sold separately to land and does not stay with the property if
the land is sold.
A water-use licence or water-use registration for non-irrigators – an entitlement to irrigate
specific parcels of land. The licence is tied to the land and automatically transfers to the new
owner if the land is sold.
A delivery share – an entitlement to have water delivered to land within an irrigation area,
defined by a rate in megalitres per day.

Since 2007 northern Victoria’s irrigators and industries have experienced high rates of rapid change
and pressure to adapt to reduced water availability, maturing water markets, fluctuating commodity
prices and new technologies.
It’s time to review how delivery shares are functioning now against changes in water use and
availability. Shifts in volumes of water use and when and where water is used are expected to
continue in the future, especially as the climate changes.

2.1 The role of delivery shares
Delivery share was created to serve many purposes in managing irrigation infrastructure where water
rights were no longer tied to land. The five main roles of delivery share were originally designed to
work in response to changing irrigation practices and water use anticipated at the time of unbundling.
This review has assessed how current delivery share arrangements have performed against these
original purposes. It also considered if:
•
•

These purposes remain valid now and into the foreseeable future
There are extra purposes that can be incorporated into the design and function of delivery
shares.

The five main functions of delivery share are:
1. To oblige water corporations to continue to provide a delivery service
The Ministerial Directions on Delivery Entitlements require a water corporation to continue to
provide a delivery service where a delivery share exists, and that the delivery service can only be
reduced or cease with the agreement of the delivery shareholder, or by adopting a reconfiguration
plan.
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2. To share access during periods of congestion in irrigation district delivery networks
Delivery share entitlement gives a right of access to the irrigation system at a specified rate of
megalitres (ML) per day. As delivery share cannot be allocated beyond the capacity of the system
to deliver that rate, it provides a minimum guarantee of the amount of water and rate of flow that
can be provided to the outlet linked to that delivery share. In cases where there are more
customer orders than the system can deliver, the delivery share rate can be used to share or
ration delivery capacity between users.
3. To apportion the costs of a shared delivery system
The amount of delivery share attached to a property was determined by the prior water right held,
and thus linked closely to historic use. This way, those who had historically used the most water
would contribute the most to ongoing maintenance and operation costs, with the Infrastructure
Access Fee or Delivery Share Fee charged per delivery share. Farmers who required less water
could transfer or terminate their delivery shares, while those with increased water requirements
could acquire additional delivery shares or pay for casual use.
4. To protect other users of shared systems (third parties) from price shocks as water
trade alters the number of users and amount of water use
Delivery shares provide a fixed charge base to keep prices stable when water use fluctuates. This
stabilising effect counters the potential for large shifts in water use enabled through unbundling
and water trade, and acknowledges that the costs of operating and maintaining irrigation
infrastructure are mostly fixed, rather than varying in proportion to water use. Termination fees act
to smooth the impacts of people exiting irrigation, preventing price spikes and helping to maintain
infrastructure through periods of structural adjustment.
5. To signal opportunities to optimise network efficiency and rationalise irrigation
infrastructure
Irrigators can increase, transfer or terminate their delivery shares as their water requirements
change, within the capacity constraints of the delivery infrastructure. It was intended for changes
in the amount and locations of delivery share to reflect long-term trends in water demand and
signal to the water corporation where the irrigation system’s efficiency could be improved. This
includes where it is no longer financially viable to maintain infrastructure as the user base cannot
meet the costs. In the Lower Murray Water districts delivery share held is generally constrained
by the annual use limit.

2.2 Water delivery arrangements before delivery shares
Publicly funded irrigation works in Victoria started in the 1880s. Private water rights were abolished
with the introduction of the Irrigation Act 1886 which recognised the need to manage water resources
for the benefit of all Victorians. Work on the first significant irrigation development in Australia – the
Mildura Scheme (1886) began under this new regulation. Development in the Goulburn Valley in the
1890s sped up with the completion of Eildon Reservoir in 1927.
Different pricing and ways of recovering costs were used but there were several times when irrigation
entities could not meet the costs of maintaining infrastructure. There were not enough financial
surpluses from years of high water deliveries to manage the impacts of long droughts or major market
downturns.
Experience shows that charging models based only on water supplied cannot meet the costs of
operating and maintaining irrigation infrastructure because of variable rainfall conditions and water
demand patterns in northern Victoria.
This use-based pricing approach led to the collapse of the original irrigation trusts and establishment
of the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. Following the necessary amendments to the
Water Act in 1909, the Commission instigated a system of fixed charges based on an entitlement
called a water right. These charges were paid no matter how much water was used.
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Despite the recognised need for fixed charges, since the original water right was introduced there
have been tensions between the costs of operating and developing irrigation districts and the
affordable amount that could be charged to irrigators. There was a Royal Commission into the
financing of capital works in irrigation districts in 1936-37, then government bail outs of various
irrigation developments in the 1930s, 1970s and 1990s and several infrastructure rationalisation
programs.
A major review of Victoria’s water sector in the early 1980s recommended adopting five organisational
strategies that still support water management today. They were that it be flexible, commercially
based, customer oriented, future oriented and accountable. This shifted the focus from developing
Victoria’s water resources for productive use relying on government subsidies to the commercial
delivery of services based on user-pays principles.
These were significant reforms that resulted in the separation of policy, service provision and
regulation. An independent economic regulator, the Essential Services Commission (ESC), was
established in 2002 to oversee water pricing.
The independent statutory authority the ACCC regulates some water services in the Murray-Darling
Basin including the determination, monitoring and reporting of regulated water charges and
compliance with water charge rules. The rules are based on the principles of 100 per cent cost
recovery and cost-reflective pricing.
The ACCC has accredited Victoria’s ESC to determine the regulated water charges of infrastructure
operators, including LMW and GMW. The rural water corporations must develop their tariff and pricing
proposals in alignment with the ACCC rules and the ESC gives ultimate approval for the tariffs and
charges levied on irrigators.
Also in the early 1980s Victoria started converting poorly specified water rights into legally binding
volumetric water entitlements through the bulk entitlement conversion process. Individuals received
retail rights as water rights that were a share of the total amount of water available in the bulk
entitlements. These changes helped introduce temporary and permanent trading of water rights
despite much community debate about trade leading to water moving out of some areas and causing
social hardship.
Communities made strong political representations to governments to introduce trading rules to
restrict trade out of irrigation districts. Successive Victorian Governments have continued to support
trade and developing markets to ease very real adjustment pressures.
The challenge of managing costs in irrigation districts changed when tradeable water rights were
introduced under the Water Act 1989. Trade was initially limited to within districts with transferred
rights remaining attached to land, but by 1994 trade between Victorian districts was breaking down
the historic close relationship between infrastructure design and water use.
The capping of water extraction across the Murray-Darling Basin and introduction of interstate trading
from 1998 led to higher water prices and greater movement of water. Infrastructure costs could easily
be met by the user base where water rights increased, but growing trade highlighted the risks to
districts where the amount of water held was diminishing. New cost pressures emerged where there
was less water right to cover the costs of the same delivery infrastructure.
When water can move but infrastructure is fixed and reconfiguration is slow and expensive, how can
the costs of operating and maintaining that infrastructure be managed most effectively?
Unbundling water rights into separate water shares, delivery shares and water use licences was
designed to help Victoria’s irrigation districts adapt to change and manage the risks of water leaving a
district. As a water share could be traded out of an irrigation district, fixed charges were attached to
the delivery share which was tied to land. High fees were set for the termination of unwanted delivery
share so that remaining irrigators were not faced with sudden large price increases as water use
changed. The termination fees collected would be used to cover the gap between costs and income
while the district adjusted, either through attracting new irrigators to take up delivery share, or through
reconfiguration to reduce total costs.
The big changes in water markets and infrastructure since 1998 have coincided with other irrigation
stressors including infrastructure modernisation and rationalisation on and off farms and less water in
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the irrigation pool through the Millennium Drought, climate change and water recovery for the
environment under the Murray-Darling Basin Plan.
Change will continue as the Basin Plan progresses, climate changes impact on water availability and
global markets fluctuate. Irrigators and water corporations are looking for policies and tools that offer
more flexibility and control so that irrigation districts can respond to change and offer new approaches
to recovering and managing the costs of shared water delivery infrastructure.
Table 1 Timeline of major irrigation events and reforms for northern Victoria

Year(s)

Policy frameworks and context

1881

Water Conservation and Distribution Act

Local waterworks trusts able to borrow funds for irrigation works
Small-scale irrigation developments begin in Victoria, building on initial private developments
1886

Irrigation Act (Victoria)

Private water rights abolished, diversion licensing initiated
Irrigation trusts established, charged with providing local administration of water supplies
Works commence on Mildura irrigation scheme
1906

Water Act (Victoria)

State Rivers and Water Supply Commission established
Local water trusts begin to be abolished
Water rights are formally established in an amendment to the Water Act in 1909
The operating and maintenance costs of irrigation districts to be met from the compulsory charges for water
rights.
Fixed annual Irrigation charge introduced, independent of water used.
1915

Murray River Commission

NSW, Victoria and South Australia begin to work collaboratively to manage the waters of the Murray River
across borders
Pressures mount between the use of the river for transport and water extraction for irrigation.
1919-1939

Post WWI expansion

Dam building and channel construction boom linked to post-war soldier settlement
Original components of the GMID and Sunraysia irrigation districts designed and built

1945-1960s

Post WWII expansion

Last major phase of new construction and expansion of irrigation districts in northern Victoria
Large-scale modernisation works carried out
Amalgamations and creation of the GMID in 1959

1970s-1980s

Maturation of the irrigation districts and efficiency gains

The State Rivers and Water Supply Commission becomes the Rural Water Commission in 1984
Irrigation systems were operated based on rostering: water on order rather than water on demand
Fixed charges based on water rights, tied to land, with water use contingent on the amount of water right held
Close relationship between water use, fixed charges and level of service provided to customers
1989

Water Act 1989 (Victoria)

Introduction of water trade in a very limited fashion under the new Water Act 1989
Permanent transfer of water rights allowed from 1991
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2 per cent cap on trade out of districts
Traded water rights must be linked to land
1994

Rural Water Corporations established

Inception of the Water Industry Act 1994 (Victoria)
Rural Water Corporations – Lower Murray Water and Goulburn-Murray Water – are established - independent
management and decision-making, decoupled from government
Trading allowed across Victoria from 1994, with 2% cap on trade out of districts
COAG Water Reform Framework
1995 - 2006

Basin trade development

Murray-Darling Basin Ministerial Council caps water diversions, creating a cap-and-trade system in 1997
Millennium Drought begins in 1996, triggering significant water reforms
Interstate trading starts under the Basin Plan from 1998
Essential Services Commission Act 2001 established the ESC as an independent economic regulator in 2002
2004 - 20013

National Water Initiative and Commonwealth Water Act

National Water Initiative agreed in 2004, driving further reforms
Commonwealth Water Act came into effect in 2007
Connections Project (NVIRP) begins in the GMID 2007
Trade further developed, caps removed, carryover introduced and full unbundling of water entitlements by
2007
Millennium Drought breaks in 2010
Murray-Darling Basin Plan inaugurated in 2012
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission given responsibility for water charges in the Basin
2014

Maturing water markets

National Water Commission abolished
Remaining limits on trade removed
Further trading regulations within the Murray-Darling Basin came into effect in 2014, including the Water
Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009
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3. Delivery share entitlements
3.1 Current delivery share arrangements in northern Victoria
The current delivery share arrangements came about in response to increasing water trade. With the
unbundling of water rights to create freely tradeable water entitlements, the established system of
charges based on water rights – which remained within the issuing irrigation district – was no longer
viable for managing shared infrastructure.
This led to major changes from 2001, with trade restrictions increasingly being removed and
termination fees introduced, delivery charges becoming tied to land in 2006, and full unbundling in
2007 when water rights were separated from land.
Unbundling was designed to provide farmers with more options to manage their risks and production
in response to market conditions and water availability. For example, when water prices are high or
markets for agricultural products are low, farmers who grow annual crops can opt to sell their water
allocation rather than grow a crop. Farmers may also choose to sell all or part of their water
entitlement to manage farm finances or facilitate longer-term changes in production.
At the time of unbundling, the amount of delivery share allocated to each customer was based on the
amount of water right held at July 1, 2007. To recoup the costs of operating and maintaining the
irrigation system, the Irrigation Access Fee (IAF) (GMW) and Delivery Share Fee (DSF) (LMW) were
developed and charged based on the number of delivery shares held.
The IAF and DSF are charged annually per delivery share held, regardless of how much water is
used in that year. Management decisions and water trade can result in a property having more or less
water delivered than the delivery share held. Where water use exceeds the delivery share entitlement
(up to the Annual Use Limit), casual use fees may be charged. Casual use fees are also charged
where water is delivered to properties with no delivery share entitlement. In this way, all users
contribute toward meeting the costs of the shared irrigation infrastructure.
All holders of water shares – including environmental water holders and those who do not use water –
also contribute to the costs of maintaining and operating the water storages their water is supplied
from. This is paid through the Entitlement Storage Charge, per ML of water entitlement held,
regardless of use. This fixed charge recognises that the cost to provide the storage service does not
vary with the volume of water delivered.
Delivery shares that are not needed, like those providing a level of delivery service beyond the needs
of a property, can be transferred to a different property within the irrigation district, subject to system
limitations, or surrendered to the water corporation on payment of the termination fee. This fee is
currently set at 10 times the annual IAF or DSF, as per the Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules
2009. Note that prior to the 2009 rules, termination fees were capped at 15 times the annual charge in
Victoria, and remain at this level outside of the Basin districts.
The specific tariffs and charges associated with water delivery – IAF/DSF, casual use fees and
termination fees - are set by the water corporations in their pricing submissions to the ESC. The ESC
checks that the charges reflect the costs of operating and maintaining the irrigation system and that
prices and tariffs meet the requirements of the ACCC Water Charge Infrastructure Rules and pricing
principles.
Delivery shares are designed slightly differently in each irrigation district, according to the history and
industries the areas support. The daily and annual levels of service provided by a delivery share vary
between each rural water corporation, as well as the associated tariffs and charges. The delivery
share entitlements were set at the time of unbundling based on the existing service levels in each
district at that time. In Goulburn-Murray districts, irrigators could expect a minimum service of 10 per
cent of their water right in 10 days, whereas Sunraysia irrigators received 12 per cent of water right in
14 days.
Until now there has only been one form of delivery share, one standard of service and one common
price for delivery share charges in each district.
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3.1.1 Goulburn-Murray Water
Interim delivery shares were created in Goulburn-Murray districts in 2006 just before unbundling. This
process was led by irrigators concerned about how the costs of the system would be apportioned
under increased water trade, including trade out of the districts.
Delivery shares in Goulburn-Murray districts were allocated to each serviced property using the
following calculation, based on water entitlements held on a property at 30 June 2006.
•

Delivery Share (ML/day) = (D&S allowance[ML] + Water Rights[ML]) ÷ 100 days

While the delivery share sets out a basis for sharing access to capacity of the system on a daily or 10
day basis, GMW does not limit water users to their average delivery share volume if the system is not
running at full capacity. Although this system was designed for a key service level of delivery of water
rights in 100 days, adopted for allocating delivery shares, many irrigators had also accessed sales
associated with their water rights. In many years a significant minority of irrigators received total
deliveries of 200 per cent of water right volumes (i.e. 100 per cent of their water right, plus a further
volume of sales equal to their water right volume).
To provide a comparable annual level of service following unbundling, an annual delivery allowance
(ADA) was linked to delivery shares and set at the total volume available to an irrigator who exercised
his/her daily delivery share on each day of the irrigation season. The delivery season was 270 days
for gravity irrigation systems and 365 days for pumped irrigation districts. This also aligned with the
physical reality of the capacity and availability of these networks.
•

ADA (ML/year) = Delivery Share (ML/d) x Length of delivery season (270 d/year).

All water deliveries within the ADA volume (= DS x ADA) are charged at the standard Infrastructure
Use Fee which ranges from $5 to $7.50 per ML in gravity districts and from $10 to $20 per ML in
pumped districts. Any use in excess of the ADA volume is charged at the Casual Infrastructure Use
Fee of $50 to $70 per ML in gravity areas, which includes a contribution to the fixed maintenance and
renewal costs for the delivery system.
The GMW water delivery and pricing system has been designed around the daily level of service
provided. The level of service linked to a delivery share was designed based on historic water use,
which coincided with a climatic period of high water availability, with high deliveries and extensive
issues around congestion and rationing, especially along the Waranga Western Channel and in the
Loddon Valley system.
There was a rapid expansion of olive plantings in the Boort region and an expectation that further
development would continue, placing more stress on delivery system capacity. There were also
concerns about congestion and increasing peak demands in parts of the Shepparton and Murray
Valley areas.
There have been extensive changes in water delivery and use patterns in the GMID both before and
since unbundling in 2007.
Water deliveries have declined markedly from the early 2000s, with an estimated 30 per cent
decrease since 2007 as water shares have been traded out of the district or recovered for
environmental needs.
But despite the large decline in high reliability water shares there has been little change in delivery
share volume. Changes in crop types and farming practices mean water use is more evenly spread
across the irrigation period, reducing demand peaks. Subsequently channel congestion and rationing
are rare, meaning that delivery shares are not currently used for one of their key design purposes.
3.1.2 Lower Murray Water
Delivery shares in the Sunraysia districts remain closely linked to the physical capacity of the water
delivery infrastructure.
At unbundling most customers held 9.144 ML/ha of water shares which matched the design capacity
of delivery infrastructure. Most of the more recent crops being grown (e.g. table grapes) require more
than 9.144 ML/ha meaning they have insufficient delivery shares to meet the water requirements of
crops.
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After analysing the maximum delivery capacity of the pumped systems, it was decided that a
maximum of 12 per cent of the pre-unbundling water entitlements could be delivered in each 14-day
irrigation cycle. This is called the volumetric restriction (VR).
Delivery shares for each property were calculated on the water entitlements held on 30 June 2006,
as:
•
•

Delivery Share (ML/day) = (Garden entitlement [ML] + Water Rights [ML]) x 0.12 ÷ 14 days
Total water volume delivered limited by the Annual Use Limit for the land

Although charges are still based on a 14-day period, delivery is currently managed on a seven-day
cycle. Charges are administered through the DSF.
LMW does not have a formal annual delivery allowance. Water use above the delivery share VR is
charged at the Casual User Fee, which equals the Delivery Share Fee by volume.
Standard water use fees range from around $43 per ML to $95 per ML. The volume of water that can
be taken without incurring the Casual User Fee is the seven-day volumetric restriction times 52. It is
noted that in the Merbein, First Mildura Irrigation District and Red Cliffs systems, water is not generally
available on 365 days per year.
At the time of unbundling, the Sunraysia districts were facing similar challenges to those seen in the
Goulburn-Murray districts today. There was little demand for traditional horticultural crops and many
irrigators were leaving irrigation and pulling out plantings. However, more recently in the Sunraysia
districts there has been a surge of redevelopment and expansion of existing plantings.
The development push is continuing and is currently creating demand for delivery shares. Delivery
shares are valued by water users because ensuring access to deliveries during peak summer periods
is critical for producing quality horticultural crops. LMW reports relatively few concerns about price or
service levels.
The major issues for LMW customers are the risk of restrictions during critical growing periods and
being certain they can access enough water, especially to avoid impacts on crops in hot weather.

3.2 Delivery share and infrastructure costs
Delivery shares are the principle mechanism for recovering the costs of operating and maintaining the
shared irrigation infrastructure in Goulburn-Murray and Sunraysia irrigation districts. The fixed costs
for maintenance and renewal of the supply network are largely recovered through the IAF in
Goulburn-Murray districts and the DSF in Sunraysia districts.
As a result, much of the concern around delivery shares focuses on price. When examining the
relationship between delivery shares and costs, it is essential to separate out the elements of price
that relate specifically to the function of delivery share. Broader cost and pricing issues may be
conflated with delivery shares as they form the basis for charging fixed fees, and it’s important to sort
the symptoms from the root causes.
This review examines the cost aspects of delivery shares by examining performance against the
design purpose, and compliance with regulatory frameworks for water pricing and cost recovery.
Cost-related issues are examined at the level of policy principles. Specific issues around pricing and
water corporation charges must be addressed through ESC price submission processes coordinated
by each water corporation after consulting with their customers.
The findings of this report and the final recommendations will feed into water corporation decisions on
tariffs and pricing through the ESC process.
Data for each water corporation’s districts is summarised below. Further detail is provided in Appendix
A.
3.2.1 Goulburn-Murray Water cost structures
Predictably all irrigation areas have experienced price increases since the introduction of delivery
shares in 2006. For gravity irrigation areas, in nominal dollars, or actual dollars of the day, overall
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increases in IAF charges over the period range between a one per cent increase in Central Goulburn
to a 78 per cent increase in Loddon Valley.
Once we allow for the 29 per cent increase in the consumer price index (CPI) over this period, the real
change in IAF charges across the gravity areas ranges from an increase of 38 per cent in Loddon
Valley to a real reduction of 21 per cent in Central Goulburn (Table 2). Overall, the real change in the
cost of delivery shares over the period since unbundling has been relatively modest for most gravity
areas. The exception is the Loddon Valley area.
GMW has also done major tariff reviews since delivery share was introduced to reflect changing
business drivers. One outcome of these reviews was the creation of a single price covering five
gravity areas. There have also been changes to Service Point Fee arrangements to provide improved
price signals to support rationalisation of infrastructure.
Changes in total budgeted revenue for each area since the introduction of delivery shares was also
analysed to get a clearer picture of the overall cost impacts to users of the delivery network (Table 2).
The total revenue collected was assessed by summing the revenue from Service Point Fees, IAFs
and Infrastructure Use Fees. Service fee revenue was excluded as this is a flat charge per property
and does not reflect any of the costs around maintenance, operations or renewal of the delivery
system.
The data show that, despite cost increases ($ nominal, which gives the monetary value at the time,
and does not adjust for inflation), when CPI is taken into account ($ real, which adjusts for inflation to
compare prices across time), the total revenue recovered has reduced in all but two districts.
The variable nature of water use but largely fixed infrastructure costs in the Goulburn-Murray districts
mean that most infrastructure charges are fixed (Figure 1). For example, 85 per cent of charges for a
customer holding 1 ML per day of delivery share and using 100 ML of water are fixed.
Table 2: Delivery share related fees (IAF charges) and budgeted delivery system revenue for GMW districts for the
period 2006/07 - 2017/18.

% IAF change
2007-18
($ nom.)

Gravity areas

Area

% IAF change
2007-18
($ real)

Revenue change
2007-18
($ nominal)

Revenue
change 2007-18
($ real)

Shepparton

36%

5%

35%

5%

Central Goulburn

1%

-21%

4%

-19%

Rochester

17%

-10%

14%

-11%

Loddon Valley

78%

38%

31%

1%

Murray Valley

22%

-5%

5%

-19%

Torrumbarry

37%

7%

9%

-15%

14%

-12%

Total all gravity

58%

23%

30%

0%

Tresco

28%

-1%

11%

-14%

Woorinen

93%

49%

36%

5%

Total all pumped

28%

-1%

Total all areas and
districts

14%

-11%

Pumped

Nyah

12

100%

Proportion of total charges that are fixed

90%
80%
70%
60%

Mildura

50%

Red Cliffs

40%

Robinvale

30%

Merbein
GMW 5 districts

20%

Shepparton

10%
0%

0

10

20

30

40

50
ML Used

60

70

80

90
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Figure 1: Proportion of total infrastructure charges that are fixed for a customer holding 1 ML/day of delivery share
and using between 0 and 100 ML in the Goulburn-Murray and Sunraysia irrigation districts. Goulburn-Murray charges
include Service, Infrastructure Access and Infrastructure Use fees. Sunraysia district charges include the Service
Charge, Delivery Share Fee and Metered Water Use Fee

The main findings of this analysis are that total revenue has increased by 14 per cent in nominal
terms (not adjusted for inflation) over this period. When allowance is made for CPI increases, the real
change in revenue for all areas and districts is a decrease of 11 per cent. The largest real increase in
budgeted revenue is 5 per cent in Shepparton and Woorinen, reflecting the increased costs of
operating and maintaining modernised irrigation infrastructure.
We need to be careful with this analysis because it does not reflect changes in the distribution of
revenue at the individual customer level or show changes in real farm incomes, which can indicate
customers’ ability to pay.
However, the data indicate overall that in the 12 years since the introduction of delivery shares there
have been real reductions in GMW’s revenue from charges related to the delivery system.
At the customer level, prices are levied based on the number of delivery shares attached to a
property. The IAF is based on the delivery share attached to each property. This charge pays for the
operation and maintenance of the channels, pipes, regulators and other elements of the water
delivery system, as well contributing to GMW’s management and administration costs.
The IAF also provides the majority of the return on asset and depreciation charges for the delivery
infrastructure. A high-level breakdown of the make-up of the IAF per delivery share is shown in Figure
2.
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Figure 2: The elements of the IAF that make up the charge per delivery share within the GMW 5 areas pricing group in
2016-2017.

While there are still strong areas of high value irrigated production across the Goulburn-Murray
districts, several of the traditional irrigated sectors are facing reduced returns for their production. At
the same time, competition for water is increasing as high value horticultural developments in the
Sunraysia region look to buy water entitlements and allocation.
As a result, many irrigators are facing serious cost pressures. The significant contribution of the IAF to
water charges has led to concerns about delivery shares, mainly with issues of fairness, equity, cost
burden and coping with change.
Figure 3 shows that Traditional Users in the Goulburn-Murray districts - those whose hold
entitlements and water use matching delivery shareholdings – pay only 1% of total charges. Customer
categories in the figure are explained in Table 3. Twelve per cent of total charges are paid by
customers who hold very little entitlement and use little water compared to the volume of delivery
share they own.
Figure 4 presents the proportion of aged debt1 held by each customer category. It shows that
customers who have sold off most of their water and are not using water are over-represented in
terms of aged debt – they are charged 12% of total fees but are holding 33% of aged debt.
Table 3: Customer categories used to help understand who is and isn’t utilising available delivery shares

Category No.

1

1

Category Name

High User

Category Description

Water use divided by delivery share > 150%

That is fees that are more than 90 days overdue.
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Category No.

Category Name

Category Description

2

Traditional

3
4

Water separated but water use
continues
Water sold and no use – Fixed fees

5

Water still linked but not used

6

Moderate use

Total Charge

Traditional
1%

Water use divided by delivery share > 75% and
HRWS divided by delivery share > 75%
Water use divided by delivery share > 75% and
HRWS divided by delivery share < 25%
Water use divided by delivery share < 25% and
HRWS divided by delivery share < 25%
Water use divided by delivery share < 25% and
HRWS divided by delivery share > 75%
Customers not in the other categories

Water
separated but
use continues
11%

High User
8%

Water sold, no
use
12%

Water still
linked but not
used
5%

Moderate user
63%

Figure 3: Proportion of total charges paid by each customer category in Table 3

Aged Debt

High User
6%
Traditional
Water
0% separated but
use continues
14%

Water sold, no
use
33%

Moderate user
43%

Water still linked
but not used
4%
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Figure 4: Proportion of aged debt held by each of the customer categories in Table 3

3.2.2 Lower Murray Water cost structures
Operational and maintenance costs for delivery infrastructure are recovered in the Sunraysia districts
as fixed charges through the DSF charged per delivery share, as well as a significant variable
component collected as the usage charge ($ per ML of water delivered).
The ratio of fixed to variable charges is lower than in GMW, reflecting the dominance of perennial
crops in the region where water demand is fairly consistent across years. This greater security and
predictability of demand allows a bigger proportion of revenue to be collected based on use (Figure
1). For example, depending on the customer’s district, between 51 to 58 per cent of charges are fixed
for a customer holding 1 ML per day of delivery share and using 100 ML of water.
LMW has calculated tariffs for each of its five irrigation districts under the ACCC’s cost-reflective
pricing requirements. Like the Goulburn-Murray districts, fixed charges have remained remarkably
steady since unbundling in real dollar terms and accounting for inflation (Table 4), with the exception
of Robinvale.
The large increase in both DSF charges and revenue in Robinvale is due to the conversion of the
system to a high-pressure pipeline in 2008-09. As well as the higher proportion of revenue linked to
variable charges, the make up of Lower Murray Water’s DSF (shown for the Red Cliffs district in
Figure 5) differs significantly from GMW’s IAF. This shows the different cost components of operating
smaller, self-contained pumped districts rather than the interconnected and mainly gravity-driven
Goulburn-Murray districts.
Table 4: Delivery share related fees (DSF charges) and budgeted delivery system revenue for LMW districts for the
period 2006/07 - 20017/18. Note large increase in Robinvale due to change to new high-pressure system in 2008-09.
Data gaps due to FMIT coming under LMW pricing and tariff structure in 2013/14

Area

% DSF Change
2007-18 ($ nom)

% DSF Change
2007-18 ($ real)

Revenue change
2007-18 ($ nom)

Revenue change
2007-18 ($ real)

23%

-6%

Mildura

34%

2%

Mildura HP

28%

-2%

Merbein

62%

24%

45%

11%

Red Cliffs

32%

1%

21%

-8%

Robinvale

132%

78%

126%

73%

Data not available
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Figure 5: Break-down of delivery share-based fixed charges for the Red Cliffs irrigation district. Although prices differ
between districts, this breakdown is considered representative of pricing structures across Sunraysia districts.

Irrigation in the Sunraysia districts has recovered strongly since the Millennium Drought and
application of the small block irrigators’ exit scheme. Favourable international markets have increased
demand for the region’s produce, leading to extensive re-planting and increasing water use. Changes
in crop types from traditional wine grapes and dried fruits to more water-intensive citrus, avocados
and table grapes has led to higher water use, but demand in many areas is restricted by the
infrastructure’s capacity to deliver water.
Conversely there are still substantial areas in Merbein, Red Cliffs and Mildura Irrigation Districts that
are unirrigated and water usage remains below what it was before the Millennium Drought. Improved
irrigation methods also make irrigation more efficient.
Overall these factors have resulted in an increase in the perceived value of delivery shares by LMW
customers. An active market is starting to emerge as irrigators shore up their water supply and make
sure they hold enough delivery share to receive their minimum required flow rate when there is peak
demand.
Heatwave conditions experienced in January 2018 illustrated the value of holding delivery shares to
many LMW irrigators. High demand constrained LMW systems to delivering only the restricted volume
and flow rate provided by the held delivery shares, and for some irrigators this was below their crop
water demand.
This experience, along with concerns about extensive development in private diversions creating a
high extraction demand, is driving Lower Murray Water’s work to manage delivery risks. This involves
work to verify channel and pipe capacity so there is an accurate relationship between capacity and
the number of associated delivery shares, and which will help identify under or over-allocation of
delivery shares and opportunities for transfer and trade.
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3.3 Termination fees and signals for infrastructure reconfiguration
Termination fee arrangements were mainly designed to avoid price shocks as water is traded out of
an area and to point to areas that could be rationalised2. Fees for terminating a delivery share were
capped at 10 times the annual IAF/DSF charge that applied to the delivery share being terminated
(through the Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009).
This relatively high charge aimed to cushion remaining irrigators from sudden price increases and
maintain the existing level of service until the terminated delivery share could be reissued or
infrastructure could be reconfigured to match the change in demand.

Snapshot: Dairy in the GMID
Dairying is the largest water user sector in the GMID, but since 2000 the area of dairying
properties has roughly halved and water use on dairy farms has declined by around 40 per
cent. While water deliveries have reduced, farmers impacted by the drought have
prioritised paying down debt over paying termination fees.
Despite the substantial transfer of water entitlement away from the GMID and large
reductions in water deliveries, there have been relatively few terminations of delivery
shares. This has left a number of properties with low water use compared to their delivery
share holdings. This includes properties that have been bought with delivery shares
attached but with no intention to irrigate the land.
These landholders now face the choice between raising funds to pay termination fees
without the income resulting from sale of entitlement, or continuing to pay the annual IAF
for the delivery shares they hold in anticipation of affordable water prices or higher property
sale values.

Delivery shares were designed with two main scenarios expected to occur if a property owner sold
their water shares:
1. Property owners would sell water entitlement and retain delivery share and continue paying
charges on the basis that:
a. They may wish to continue irrigating their property using water sourced on the
allocation or limited term transfer markets, and delivery shares would continue to
provide the lowest cost option for accessing delivery services.
b. They may not intend to continue to irrigate but could retain delivery share if they
believed the highest value for the property for a future purchaser within the next 10
years would be as an irrigation enterprise where the purchaser was likely to require
delivery share.
In either case, delivery share charges would continue to be paid and there would be no
price shocks for other irrigators.
2. Property owners would sell water entitlement but would not want to retain delivery share. In
this case the landowner would use part of the proceeds of the water share sale to terminate
the delivery service by paying the termination fee. The termination fee could be used to meet
the revenue requirements in the area and prices could remain stable for up to 10 years. This
2

Urban encroachment is also a concern in LMW districts, especially for the Mildura Irrigation District where urban encroachment has driven more
customers to exit irrigation than programs like the Commonwealth Governments Small Block Irrigation Exit Grant program. Anecdotal
evidence suggest the prices for land being retired are sufficiently high to compensate for the payment of termination fees.
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would also give the water corporation a substantial opportunity to identify and implement
asset reconfiguration and rationalisations to reduce costs so there was no overall impact on
long-run Infrastructure Access Fee prices from to the termination.
Actual experience has not exactly reflected these planned scenarios. The financial impacts of the
extreme drought resulted in many land owners selling water entitlement to repay debts, but not
terminating the corresponding delivery shares, either hoping to return to irrigation or for perceived
effects on property values. Ongoing lower water availability and depressed world commodity prices in
many traditional irrigated sectors since the drought have also affected farm returns.
The cost of termination fees was compared to the returns available from the sale of water entitlement
to test the idea that termination fees are acting as a barrier to exiting irrigation.
The comparison was based on examining the percentage of the sale price from the transfer of 100 ML
of high reliability water share (HRWS) that would be required to meet the termination fee for 1 ML per
day of delivery share in each area or district.
The rationale for this was that 1 ML per day of delivery share was allocated for every 100 ML of water
right attached to a property at the time of unbundling in the Goulburn-Murray districts3. The
percentage of the sale price from transfer of 100 ML of water share that would be required to meet the
termination fee for 1 ML per day of delivery share in each area or district is shown in Figure 6 for
GMW and Figure 7 for LMW.

Figure 6: Relative cost of delivery share termination, based on a ratio of 1 ML/day delivery share per 100 ML HRWS (as
at unbundling) for the Goulburn-Murray districts.

3

The equivalent figure in the LMW districts was 116.7 ML, i.e. 1 DS = (116.7 x 0.12)/14
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Termination Fee % of HRWS market price
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Figure 7: Relative cost of delivery share termination, based on a ratio of 1 ML/day delivery share per 100 ML HRWS (as
at unbundling) for the Sunraysis districts.

Termination fees within the Goulburn-Murray districts have varied between 10 and 35 per cent of the
median sale price for high reliability water share, with higher relative termination costs in the pumped
districts (median of 19 per cent of sale price) than in the gravity districts (median of 15 per cent). This
contrasts sharply with prices in the Sunraysia districts, which have varied between 14 and 52 per
cent.
The notable exception is Robinvale where termination fees peaked at 77 per cent in 2013-14.
Robinvale pricing reflects the conversion of the system to high pressure in 2008-09, which
significantly increased the DSF to cover construction and higher operation and maintenance costs,
and so the termination fee.
The relative cost of delivery share termination overall rose from 2010 onwards, on the back of falling
sale prices for water shares as the Millennium Drought broke and rising charges for IAF and
termination fees. These peaked in 2014 at between 21 to 35 per cent of the sale price of 100 ML of
water share and then started to decline as water share prices recovered. The hump in relative costs
for termination from about 2010 to 2015 may have made it more expensive to terminate delivery
shares during that time.
Current costs faced by most Goulburn-Murray district delivery share owners are a relatively modest
11 per cent of the sale price of the corresponding 100 ML of water share. This makes it harder to
sustain an argument that they are not affordable, especially considering substantial increases in
returns from water share sales since unbundling of 44 to 53 per cent.
Although current costs in Sunraysia districts average around 25 per cent of the sale price of the
corresponding 100 ML of water share, LMW irrigators have expressed less concern about termination
fees. This probably reflects the higher demand for irrigation properties in these districts and current
strong markets for agricultural products that perform well there.

3.4 Evaluation of current delivery share arrangements
While delivery shares have helped share infrastructure costs and protect from price shocks, the
changes since unbundling have altered the relationship between delivery share, water use and level
of service.
Irrigation infrastructure has not been significantly reconfigured despite big changes in water use.
Some infrastructure costs have increased through modernisation projects, resulting in a mismatch
between water demand and infrastructure.
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This mismatch has been entrenched in places by the cost of termination where farmers who no longer
own water and do not wish to irrigate are unwilling or unable to pay the termination fees to exit. As
well as causing major financial stress, the lack of exits means the necessary signs for rationalising
and optimising irrigation networks are not received. The masking of signals means infrastructure
cannot be managed optimally, potentially increasing fixed costs and obscuring opportunities for
reconfiguration.
Irrigators’ views on the value, functionality and appropriateness of delivery share vary greatly across
northern Victoria, but there is some discontent with current arrangements in the Goulburn-Murray
districts where a larger volume of water has moved out of the district.
The current performance of delivery shares has been assessed against the original design purposes
as a base for comparing alternative options:
1. Manage the obligation to continue a delivery service
Delivery share obligates rural water corporations to provide access to infrastructure that can
deliver the volume of water a customer is entitled to over time by the amount of delivery share
they hold. The channels, pipes and pumps making up this infrastructure were designed with
the necessary capacity to support the delivery shares held at time of
construction/reconfiguration. Delivery shares have provided a strong basis for protecting
rights to delivery, even as northern Victoria’s irrigation districts have experienced significant
change and structural adjustment.
2. Manage level of service, including rationing in congestion events
Water trade has broken down the essential relationship between infrastructure capacity and
delivery share, while modernisation and standardisation of outlets have changed peak flow
requirements. As a result the relationship between number of delivery shares held and the
level of service experienced is no longer closely aligned in the Goulburn-Murray districts. Also
congestion and rationing are now rare and this decreases the value of holding delivery shares
for accessing water. When congestion does happen in the Goulburn-Murray districts
customers have chosen not to start rationing as other water sharing methods suit their
requirements better. This means the links between delivery shares and service levels are no
longer clear in the Goulburn-Murray districts.
3. Share the fixed costs of irrigation infrastructure
Delivery shares do currently share the fixed costs for operating and maintaining irrigation
infrastructure across the user base, but there is room for improvement in managing the
fairness, equitability and flexibility of cost sharing. As trade has redistributed water and more
efficient irrigation techniques have reduced on-farm water use, the relationship between water
used and delivery charges has started to break down, especially in the Goulburn-Murray
districts. Some users experience quite different levels of service for the same delivery
shareholdings. With the low levels of termination happening, many customers hold a
disproportionate amount of delivery shares for their current use, leaving significant costs for
landholders who are not generating income through water use. These factors are more
pronounced in the Goulburn-Murray districts than the Sunraysia districts.
4. Protect from price shocks as water is traded
Termination fees at the current multiple of 10-times the annual delivery share charge
(Infrastructure Access Fee in GMW and Delivery Share Fee in LMW) have been very effective
at smoothing prices for remaining active irrigators as water trade has developed. Voluntary
termination levels have been very low in both GMW and LMW districts, maintaining a
consistent number of shares across which fixed charges are distributed. This has helped to
maintain fixed fees at a fairly constant rate per delivery share despite significant changes in
water use, particularly in the Goulburn-Murray districts where approximately 30 per cent of
water entitlement has been traded out. However, delivery shareholders have not experienced
comparable increases in fixed charges.
5. Signal areas that could be rationalised or reconfigured
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Termination fees associated with delivery shares have worked well to protect against price
shocks, but the numbers of customers willing or able to terminate is very low and does not
reflect the number holding much larger amounts of delivery share than the water they use.
Around a quarter of GMW customers have low or no water use compared with their delivery
shareholdings. Their decisions not to terminate unused delivery shares mean that appropriate
signals are not being given to water corporations for certain areas. This is where delivery
infrastructure could be rationalised to reduce ongoing costs for remaining users, or where
costs savings could be found by changing operations to reflect the service levels required.
Options in this paper to progress to recommendations for further assessment either need to improve
the current performance of delivery shares and/or offer extra purposes or value to water corporation
customers. An initial evaluation of the alternative options generated through project consultation is
provided here to explore how they compare to existing delivery share arrangements.
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4. Specification of a delivery share
A delivery share is a right or entitlement that gives access to shared delivery infrastructure. Under the
current arrangements that right is defined as a rate of megalitres of water over time. There is potential
to change how the rights provided under a delivery share are defined, and what can be provided to
delivery shareholders by owning delivery shares.
This section examines five options for modifying the specifications of the rights provided by delivery
shares:
•

Reducing the annual delivery allowance

•

Resizing of current delivery shares (megalitres per day)

•

Reallocation of delivery shares to align with water use

•

Linking delivery shares to the annual use limit (AUL)

•

Linking delivery shares to the distribution of water efficiency dividends.

The main aims behind proposals for these options are to resolve mismatches between delivery
shares held and water use, and to increase the demand for delivery shares in districts with an
oversupply so there is a viable market for transfer of delivery shares.
These options have the potential to interact with proposals in later chapters as they alter what a
delivery share provides to holders. They support markets in delivery shares (Chapter 7), but may be
incompatible with other proposals. Further investigation would consider how these options connect
and how they would align with policies to manage delivery risks in the lower Murray, especially
approaches to manage delivery shortfalls.

4.1 Context
The original intent of delivery shares included creating a delivery service model for irrigation networks
that was fundamentally compatible with trade. Under previous irrigation management arrangements,
irrigators who sold their water entitlements contributed virtually nothing to the fixed costs of
maintaining the system, regardless of any water use through allocation trade. The remaining water
entitlement owners experienced price increases as these fixed costs were recovered over a smaller
volume of water entitlements.
Delivery shares were introduced to address this ‘free rider’ issue and stabilise delivery service prices
in irrigation districts. The principle was to have all water users who benefited from access to the
delivery system contribute to the fixed costs of providing and maintaining this infrastructure. Delivery
shares provided a clear right to a water delivery service for property within a district and separated the
costs for delivering water through irrigation supply networks from the costs of holding water
entitlements.
A delivery share defines the right to have water delivered to a serviced property in an irrigation district.
The definition of a delivery share covers two key dimensions of the delivery service.
•

Daily level of service: Expressed in ML per day, this element also provides a basis for sharing
available delivery capacity between users when demand for deliveries exceeds system
capacity.

•

Annual service level: annual delivery allowance (ADA), expressed in ML per year, was
designed to provide a measure of the share of the total delivery capability of the system over
the full season that a delivery shareholder could expect in return for paying the fixed charges
associated with delivery shares.

The same general principles apply to establishing delivery shares in both Goulburn-Murray and
Sunraysia districts, but the details are expressed differently and different ways of managing service
delivery reflect the local circumstances and needs. See Chapter 3 for details.
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4.1.1 Goulburn-Murray Water
There have been extensive changes in water delivery and use patterns in the Goulburn-Murray
districts both before and since unbundling in 2007.
Relationships between use and delivery share have changed with significant trade of water
entitlement out of the GMID since unbundling. Around 27 per cent of GMW customers use much less
water than they have the right to access for the delivery shares they hold. This includes a number of
customers who do not intend to irrigate their properties but must continue to pay the fixed delivery
share charges.
It is difficult to find options to reduce delivery share holdings, apart from paying termination fees,
which most customers appear reluctant to do. Only eight GMW customers have initiated terminations
of delivery shares, with only 6.15 ML per day terminated since unbundling. Although 110 customers
have increased their delivery shareholdings since unbundling, the total delivery share increase on
these properties amounts to a relatively modest 52.3 ML per day.
In response to this mismatch between delivery shares and water use, some customers have called for
options to be developed to increase the value of holding delivery shares.
4.1.2 Lower Murray Water
The current development push in the Sunraysia districts is creating demand for delivery shares.
Delivery shares are valued by water users because ensuring access to deliveries during peak
summer periods is critical for producing quality horticultural crops. LMW reports relatively few
concerns about price or service levels.
The major issues for LMW customers are the risk of restrictions during critical growing periods and
being certain they can access enough water, especially to avoid impacts on crops in hot weather.

4.2 Options
Several options have been proposed to respond to issues experienced in the Goulburn-Murray
districts. As there is not the same level of concerns with the specification of a delivery share in the
Sunraysia districts only some of the options apply there. Where a particular option applies is shown
by listing the relevant water corporation in brackets at the end of the option title, i.e. GMW or LMW.
4.2.1 Option 1: Reducing the annual delivery allowance (GMW)
The volume of water available per delivery share could be reduced by decreasing the ADA to a
multiple that is less than 270 times the delivery share volume. Water use above this multiple would
attract Casual Use Fees.
Theoretically this would generate demand for more delivery shares from irrigators who are currently
using water volumes between the reset ADA value and the current 270 multiple. If enough irrigators
were required to take up more delivery shares, this could potentially reduce the price per delivery
share. It could also create a market for those with excess delivery shares to trade their unwanted
shares rather than paying termination fees.
For example, if the ADA was reduced to a multiple of 100 then a 1 ML per day delivery share would
only allow 100 ML to be delivered before the Casual Infrastructure Use Fee applied. Depending on
the price of the Casual Infrastructure Use Fee, this could be an incentive to take up or trade delivery
share.
This approach could be further refined by adding stepped casual use charges, which would moderate
the price impacts of the change in ADA. Stepped block charging is discussed in Tariffs & Pricing
Principles in Chapter 8.
If it is decided to move away from the ADA multiple as the number of days in the irrigation season on
which a delivery shareholder could notionally exercise their access rights, then the basis for selection
of the ADA multiple will be unlinked from physical capacity issues.
However, it is important to establish clear objectives for any proposed changes to the ADA and to
select an appropriate multiple. It will be necessary to identify how many customers are using water
more than 100 times their delivery share to assess how many people would be impacted by the
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proposed change. This is likely to be a very small number of irrigators, with only 2.9 per cent of
Goulburn-Murray irrigators currently using more than 150 times their delivery share, and less than 10
per cent using water consistently at rates above 100 times their delivery shares.
The impacts of reducing the ADA on shared costs across all users will be negligible if only a small
number of irrigators are in this high use category.
Some possible rationales for resetting the ADA include:
•

The average deliveries in the Goulburn-Murray districts have reduced from around 2,000 GL
per year before unbundling to around 1,300 GL per year since the end of the Millennium
drought. Further reductions are expected from external factors including climate change and
trade. This means that maintaining the ADA at 270 does not reflect the new realities of water
delivery needs in the districts and can be adjusted.

•

The move away from summer to annual pastures and adoption of more efficient farm
irrigation systems means that a multiple of 270 is no longer needed or appropriate for a wellmanaged irrigation enterprise.

Reducing the ADA would not reduce the costs that are recovered through the IAF. As such, it may be
seen as a cost redistribution that applies most strongly to irrigators who have optimised their delivery
shares and water use under the current arrangements.
4.2.2 Option 2: Resizing of current delivery shares (GMW)
The customer value or demand for delivery shares may also be increased by resizing the flow rate
associated with all delivery shares on issue within a district. This would involve applying a resizing
factor across the board.
For example, with a resizing factor of 0.5, 1 ML per day of delivery share would be resized to become
0.5 ML per day of delivery shares. With no change to the annual delivery allowance multiplier,
irrigators could still receive 270 times their delivery shares, or 135 ML per year. This would halve the
volume delivered to each property before casual use fees apply.
It is assumed that such a reduction would then encourage active users with delivery shareholdings to
take up more delivery shares to avoid the risk of casual use charges. The sources for taking up
delivery shares would be by trade from low water users with delivery shares, or by issue of
unallocated delivery shares held by GMW. This would provide a market for willing sellers in place of
paying termination fees and help to rebalance delivery shares.
There needs to be more work on the resizing factor to be applied, with clear objectives to consider
impacts on the IAF and irrigator operations. As there would be no associated change in water use or
infrastructure costs, pricing of resized delivery shares would need to be adjusted to support cost
recovery. The unit price of the IAF per ML per day of delivery share would have to increase
proportionally to maintain revenues.
The impacts of this option are similar to Option 1.
4.2.3 Option 3: Reallocation of delivery shares (GMW)
The water right held on the property at 30 June 2006 was the basis for allocating delivery shares.
Properties that had already traded their water rights out of a district were not allocated delivery shares
and stopped contributing to fixed costs. The rationale was that these property owners had acted
within the legislation and water trading regulations in place at that time and should not be
retrospectively impacted for these legitimate decisions. Also, it would have been complex to
administer the change given the time that had lapsed since the start of permanent trade and could be
contentious and impact on support for the overall reform package.
Under this option, owners of all serviced properties within an irrigation district who want to continue to
take irrigation deliveries have to hold sufficient delivery shares to support effective irrigation of the
property. The assumption is this would influence water users who are paying casual use charges to
take up delivery shares, ensuring all active water users contribute proportionally to the system that
benefits them. If there are enough ‘free riders’ within a district, the increase in the total delivery shares
on issue resulting from this option would also lead to downwards pressure on price for the IAF.
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The effectiveness of this option depends on how many active water users do not hold sufficient
delivery shares. Currently GMW irrigators as a whole use 76 per cent of the water that they are
entitled to access given the delivery shares held, suggesting that there would be few active users who
would need to take up extra delivery shares under a reallocation program. It also needs to assess the
impacts of these irrigators shifting from casual use fees to delivery shares.
This option was the general approach taken for the initial allocation of delivery shares to properties in
the Woorinen pumped district when it was totally modernised to a fully piped system.
4.2.4 Option 4: Linking delivery shares to annual use limit (LMW)
Applying irrigation water to land can lead to elevated groundwater levels, moving saline groundwater
into waterways and causing land salinisation.
Salinity is a major issue in the LMW districts, with AULs capping the amount of water that can be used
for given crops. With redevelopment and potential expansion of some districts, AUL may become the
limiting factor governing the extent or intensity of future irrigation in the districts. Access to AUL has
long been considered a restriction to development, and there is a market in AUL trade.
When there is high demand or rationing, an irrigator must hold enough delivery share to access the
required system capacity and make sure the property can securely access the water volume
permitted under the AUL. Irrigators can currently buy AUL with no obligation to hold comparable
delivery share, but not holding enough delivery share exposes irrigators to the risk of water deliveries
below demand, especially at peak times and during rationing. Holding delivery shares in excess of the
AUL available to a property would limit or sub-optimise the overall extent of new development or
redevelopment that could occur.
This option would create a link between delivery shares and AUL where the annual delivery allowance
from the delivery shares held does not markedly exceed the AUL available to the property. The exact
correlation between AUL and delivery share would need to be determined. Any changes to the ADA
would also impact on this option.

4.3 Assessment
The options already identified for changing the specification of delivery shares have been assessed
against the adopted criteria.
4.3.1 Test against the original design purposes
The options have been compared to the original design purposes for delivery shares. The results are
in Table 5.
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Table 5: Assessment of options against delivery share original design purposes

Option 1: Reducing the ADA
(GMW)

Option 2: Resizing of current
delivery shares (GMW)

Option 3: Reallocation of
delivery shares (GMW)

Option 4: Linking delivery
shares to AUL (LMW)

Manage the obligation to
continue a delivery service

Continues to provide a clear
right to supply service to
serviced properties.

Continues to provide a clear
right to provide service to
serviced properties.

Continues to provide a clear
right to supply service to
serviced properties.

Continues to provide a clear
right to supply service to
serviced properties.

Manage level of service,
including rationing in congestion
events

Service levels are specified
through the ADA and delivery
share rate.

Service levels are specified
through the ADA and delivery
share rate.

Service levels are specified
through the ADA and delivery
share rate.

Service levels are specified
through the ADA and delivery
share rate.

Purpose

Reduces the level of service
provided during rationing or
congestion, unless more
delivery share is taken up.
Potential impacts on service
where delivery shares have
been used as the basis of
infrastructure (e.g. Woorinen)
Share the fixed costs of
irrigation infrastructure

Greater exposure to casual use
fees is expected to encourage
take up of unallocated capacity
or result in trade of delivery
shares from properties with
surplus. If this occurs, it should
result in more uniform fixed
charges for irrigators with
similar use.

Greater exposure to casual use
fees is expected to encourage
take up of unallocated capacity
or result in of trade delivery
shares from properties with
surplus. If this occurs, it should
result in more uniform fixed
charges for irrigators with
similar use.

Reallocation consistent with the
potential irrigation needs of all
properties will result in more
delivery shares on issue, and
more uniform contribution to the
fixed costs of providing the
system by those who have the
potential to benefit from its use.

The fixed costs of the system
will remain shared based on
delivery shares. To the extent
that this option optimises the
extent of development, it should
improve the ability of water
users to pay for fixed charges.

Protect from price shocks as
water is traded

The continued use of delivery
shares will protect from price
shocks as water is traded.

The continued use of delivery
shares will protect from price
shocks as water is traded.

The continued use of delivery
shares will protect from price
shocks as water is traded.

The continued use of delivery
shares will protect from price
shocks as water is traded.
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Purpose
Signal areas that could be
rationalised

Option 1: Reducing the ADA
(GMW)

Option 2: Resizing of current
delivery shares (GMW)

Option 3: Reallocation of
delivery shares (GMW)

Option 4: Linking delivery
shares to AUL (LMW)

If it results in the reallocation of
delivery shares from nonirrigated properties to actively
irrigated areas through market
processes, properties without
delivery shares provide signals
for rationalisation.

If it results in the reallocation of
delivery shares from nonirrigated properties to actively
irrigated areas through market
processes, properties without
delivery shares provide signals
for rationalisation.

This option does not provide
direct signals for rationalisation.

If properties can’t hold delivery
share because there is no
further access to AUL available,
this may provide a small signal
for rationalisation.

If combined with the ability to
declare a property not to be
serviced to avoid allocation of
minimum levels of delivery
shares, it could provide signals
for rationalisation. Note that this
will not prevent the potential for
a ‘Swiss cheese’ effect.

Given the development push
and proposals for extension to
districts in LMW, the need for
rationalisation signals is low.

Table 6: Assessment of options against guiding principles and legal frameworks for water markets and pricing.

Guiding principle

Option 1: Reducing the ADA
(GMW)

Option 2: Resizing of current
delivery shares (GMW)

Option 3: Reallocation of
delivery shares (GMW)

Option 4: Linking delivery
shares to AUL (LMW)

Are the resulting products wellspecified and understandable?

The resulting products can be
clearly specified.

The resulting products can be
clearly specified.

The resulting products can be
clearly specified.

The resulting products can be
clearly specified.

Is the option compatible with
guiding principles and legal
frameworks for water markets
and pricing?

The option is generally
compatible, but the rationale for
modifying the ADA to move
away from the physical capacity
of the network will need to be
thoroughly considered.

While this option is generally
trying to achieve similar
outcomes to Option 1, it
involves an arbitrary change to
the ‘face value’ of a tradeable
right. This could be make it
incompatible with the policy
frameworks for water
entitlements and markets that
seek clarity and certainty of
rights.

This option seeks to achieve
equity and ensure that the costs
of providing the irrigation
network are shared between all
landholders who have the
potential to benefit from access
to the network. However,
arbitrarily allocating delivery
shares might be inconsistent
with policy principles for
unbundling and supporting
market-based mechanisms to
manage water related risks.

This option is likely to be
compatible with the guiding
frameworks for water pricing.
It also seeks to maximise
economic outcomes through
optimising allocation of scarce
delivery share and annual use
limit.
Linking delivery share to AUL
appears contrary to policy
principles supporting market
based mechanisms as it would
limit an individual’s ability to
manage service levels and risk
exposure.
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Guiding principle
Is the option feasible for
infrastructure operation and
administration, including
benefits of implementation
exceeding the costs?

Distribution of impacts and
benefits within and between
districts and user groups
(equity, efficiency, etc.)

Option 1: Reducing the ADA
(GMW)

Option 2: Resizing of current
delivery shares (GMW)

Option 3: Reallocation of
delivery shares (GMW)

Option 4: Linking delivery
shares to AUL (LMW)

This option is a modest variation
to existing procedures and
processes and will be compatible
with existing systems and
processes. Simple and low cost.

The option is feasible and will
be compatible with existing
systems and processes. Costs
to implement are expected to
be relatively modest, but would
require some consideration of
how delivery share resizing
would be achieved in the Water
Register.

The option is feasible for
infrastructure operation, as it
would use the same
functionality and processes
currently used to manage water
system operations.

This option is a modest
variation to existing procedures
and processes and will be
compatible with existing
systems and processes.

This option should result in a
more uniform payment of fixed
charge by irrigators who make
similar use of the system. This
will mean a shift in the cost
distribution from non-users or
low users to current active
water users.

The reallocation of delivery
shares to all serviced properties
will mean that a number of
properties with low or no
delivery shares may face higher
fixed charges, resulting in price
reductions for others.

Impacts will be felt by irrigators
who have taken up or adjusted
their delivery shareholdings
based on the current ADA
model and who will face higher
charges.
This option should result in a
more uniform payment of fixed
charge by irrigators who make
similar use of the system. This
will mean a shift in the cost
distribution from non-users or
low users to current active
water users.

This would be a relatively
major, complex administrative
reform. Consequently, this is
assessed as a complex option
with high cost.

It is expected to be a relatively
simple, low cost option to
implement.

Given that there is already a
strong alignment between water
shares held, delivery shares
and AUL for many properties in
the district, it is not expected
that this option will be seen as
creating significant equity
concerns or impacts.
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4.3.2 Additional, emerging or modified purposes
Options 1 and 2 are modifications to the definition of delivery shares that focus squarely on better
achievement of the original design purposes. No extra emerging or modified purposes have been identified
for these options. They aim to stimulate redistribution of delivery shares through market processes, so their
success will depend largely on options to establish and progress markets in delivery shares at the same
time.
The reallocation of delivery shares in Option 3 may offer value in combination with the full modernisation of
water supply systems by making sure that systems are sized to meet the needs of irrigators prepared to
share the costs. It may also be a useful supplement to the reconfiguration of sub-sections of gravity irrigation
districts so there is a viable revenue base for the reconfigured assets.
Linking delivery shares to AUL in Option 4 will support the expansion of irrigated agriculture in some districts,
especially the Sunraysia irrigation districts. This was not a significant intention at the time of unbundling.
4.3.3 Policy principles and frameworks
The options have also been assessed against the guiding principles and legal frameworks for water markets
and pricing. The results are provided in Table 6.

4.4 Findings
The advantages and disadvantages of each option are summarised here.
4.4.1 Option 1: Reducing the annual delivery allowance (GMW)
Water use for about 90 per cent of GMW customers in recent years has not exceeded 100 times their
delivery share holding. This indicates that this option will effect very few customers and have a marginal
impact on prices. While this indicates that the 270 ADA multiple may be more generous than GMW
customers require, it also shows this change would not significantly reduce costs across the customer base
as the infrastructure costs would remain the same.
It is important to note this option will tend to lock in underutilisation of the network, as delivery shareholders
can only exercise their rights for 100 days on average, rather than the full season. This also means that in a
fully committed channel, irrigators may not be able to take up extra delivery shares and may get casual use
bills they can’t avoid just to maintain their current water use levels.
Unless this option is joined by active measures to reconfigure the system and reduce overall costs, it may be
seen as unfair or impacting on the viability of ‘real’ users’ to benefit people who sold off water and chose not
to terminate delivery share.
Reducing ADA may encourage water users with low delivery share holding to take up extra delivery shares
to maintain current levels of water use. This can only happen where water use is above the new ADA
threshold.
There will need to be a targeted communications and education program to explain the changes and support
reduction of AUL and adjustment of delivery shares.
Advantages are that it:
•

Increases the market for delivery shares and could provide an option for property owners who have
stopped irrigating to sell their delivery share.

•

May result in some signals supporting practical reconfiguration of the system, though it will not
prevent ‘Swiss cheese’ untargeted exits.

•

Is a relatively simple, low cost option to implement.

Disadvantages of reducing the ADA:
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•

Irrigators who have adjusted their water use to optimise delivery shares under the current ADA
model will face higher charges. While this is the underlying intent of this option, affected irrigators are
likely to oppose the change in cost sharing.

•

In fully committed channels, water users may not be able to purchase extra delivery shares and will
face higher charges to maintain their current levels of water use through casual use fees.
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•

The fixed costs of the system are moved further on to active water users, which may be a concern
unless reconfiguration helps to reduce overall costs.

•

If trade out of districts continues, current concerns about holding delivery share but not taking
delivery will re-emerge, even with the reduced ADA.

Connections to other proposals:
•

This option requires an active market in delivery share to allow trade between irrigators with a
surplus and those wanting to get extra delivery shares. Markets for delivery shares are explored in
Chapter 7.

•

This option may not be compatible with creating seasonal delivery shares (Chapter 5) because of the
move away from access over the full season through the ADA. It needs more consideration and an
assessment of likely demand for seasonal delivery shares in GMW systems to understand if this is a
potential risk.

•

Rather than a straight reduction of the ADA, a similar impact may be caused by introducing a
stepped charging structure, with costs per ML increasing with use above 100 x delivery shares.
Including a stepped scale of increasing delivery charges once the ADA has been reached, rather
than a sharp move on to full casual use fees may provide a more progressive signal to irrigators. It
could also support staged expansion of farm enterprises and allow costs to be managed in line with
cash flow in the development phase before taking up delivery shares. This block tariff approach is
explored in Chapter 8.

4.4.2 Option 2: Resizing of current delivery shares (GMW)
Although a smaller delivery share could be expected to attract lower charges, the costs of operating and
maintaining the irrigation system will remain unchanged. This suggests that any reduction in price will be
significantly less than the reduction in ML per day per delivery share.
This option is likely to be more complex to administer than reducing the ADA because of rescaling issues in
the Water Register and expected higher communication and engagement needs around resizing issues. Any
extra expenses would need to be recovered.
There will need to be a targeted communications and education program to explain the changes and support
readjustment of delivery shares.
Advantages of resizing delivery shares:
•

A smaller size delivery share could help encourage water users with low delivery share holding to
take up extra delivery shares.

•

If there is enough demand it will help stimulate the market for delivery shares and could provide
options other than termination for property owners who have either stopped or significantly reduced
irrigation.

•

May also result in some signals supporting useful reconfiguration of the system, though it will not
prevent ‘Swiss cheese’ untargeted exits.

•

Relatively simple, low cost option to put into action.

Disadvantages of resizing delivery shares:
•

Reducing the face value of delivery shares may be unpopular with some users as it could be seen to
erode the value of a ‘tradeable’ right.

•

Resizing delivery shares reduces the level of service enjoyed by holders during congestion or
rationing or requires them to take up more delivery share to avoid this risk, with higher cost to
maintain the same level of access to the channel system. This is probably a low risk in most parts of
the Goulburn-Murray districts.

•

Moves the burden of fixed costs on to active water users, which may be a concern unless
reconfiguration helps to reduce costs.

•

Unless this option is joined by active measures to reconfigure the system and reduce overall costs, it
may be seen as unfair or impacting on the viability of ‘real’ users’ to benefit people who sold off
water and chose not to terminate delivery share.
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•

If trade out of districts continues, we may find that current concerns with holding delivery shares but
not taking delivery will re-emerge in the future, even with the resized delivery shares.

Connections to other proposals:
•

This option requires an active market in delivery share to allow trade between irrigators with a
surplus and those wanting to get extra delivery shares. Markets for delivery shares are explored in
Chapter 7.

4.4.3 Option 3: Reallocation of delivery shares (GMW)
Arbitrarily allocating delivery shares might be seen as inconsistent with existing policies supporting
unbundling and endorsed by successive governments to give irrigators choice and flexibility to manage water
risks using the water market. Although it would be useful to consider this option for major redevelopments,
adjusting delivery share retrospectively does not address the underlying pressures of low water use.
There is also a big risk it will not adequately address concerns of irrigators with low levels of water use who
currently object to paying fixed charges for delivery shares they don’t use. This option could even worsen or
expand that problem and has the potential to raise significant stakeholder concerns.
Advantages of reallocating delivery shares:
•

Will lead to more uniform contribution to the fixed costs of providing the system by irrigators who
potentially benefit from its use.

•

May help flush out properties whose owners no longer wish to be serviced and will help with
reconfiguration efforts.

•

May be useful as part of the full modernisation of water supply systems or reconfiguration of major
sub-systems to make sure systems are sized to meet the needs of irrigators prepared to share the
costs of the system.

Disadvantages of reallocating delivery shares:
•

Those facing higher charges are likely to view this as highly inequitable and oppose the change in
cost sharing.

•

It will require many landowners to make binding decisions on the long-term future of their properties
in a short time, which may be unpopular and stressful.

•

Moves away from established water policy principles supporting individual choice and flexibility in
existing systems.

•

A complex major reform option with high cost that would require significant development work and
be difficult to implement. It would require significant design and development work to identify what
the minimum allocation of delivery share would be for each holding, how appeals would be
considered and how it could integrate with an opt out of irrigation &/or reconfiguration process.

•

May not address or could worsen concerns of irrigators with low levels of water use who currently
object to paying fixed charges for delivery shares they don’t use.

•

If trade of entitlement out of districts continues, the cohort of property owners facing fixed charges
but not using water will grow, and current concerns about this issue may widen.

4.4.4 Option 4: Linking delivery shares to annual use limit (LMW)
Links between this option and managing extraction share in private diversions need to be considered,
including the relative merits of limiting the amount of extraction share available to a property based on the
AUL - although this falls outside of the scope of the Delivery Share Review.
If this option is to proceed it needs more consideration of any current situations where delivery shares and
AUL holdings are not aligned.
Introducing broad reasonable limits on holdings of delivery shares or AUL could be included with this option,
or implemented separately, to prevent unreasonable ‘hoarding’ of scarce delivery shares or AUL.
Advantages of linking delivery shares to AUL:
•
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May help to get the best economic outcomes by aligning allocation of scarce AUL and delivery share
resources in Sunraysia districts.
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•

Could support the expansion of irrigated agriculture in some districts.

•

Relatively simple, low cost option with little likelihood of negative stakeholder reaction.

Disadvantages of linking delivery shares to annual use limit:
▪

Moves away from current water policy principles supporting individual choice and flexibility in existing
systems and reduces risk management opportunities available using the water market.
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5. Delivery shares and service
5.1 Introduction
The design of the delivery share regime was based on the physical capacity of the system, but the
patterns of demand in some districts are shifting significantly with water trade and changing irrigation
crops.
New options for delivery shares may be able to use available network capacity better where peak
demand is high, or adjust service levels in areas where demand is low or variable, and lower levels of
service may meet customer needs. This chapter canvasses opportunities that may provide better
service benefits to delivery shareholders.

5.2 Context
Delivery shares in each system have only offered a single product until now. The amount of delivery
shares on issue is based on the design capacity of the networks to deliver water during the peak
demand periods expected when the irrigation delivery systems were designed. This was based on the
water entitlements on issue and the mix of irrigated crops expected to be grown.
5.2.1 Goulburn-Murray Water
The main element of service that users consider is the daily level of service. The backdrop to
development of delivery shares in the early 2000s was experience from the first half of the 1990s,
before the Millennium drought started.
This was a period of high water availability and deliveries and there were extensive issues around
congestion and rationing, especially along the Waranga Western Channel and in the Loddon Valley
system. There was also rapid expansion of olive plantings in the Boort region and an expectation of
more development, placing more stress on delivery system capacity. There were also concerns about
congestion and increasing peak demands in part of the Shepparton and Murray Valley areas.
The world has changed somewhat in the decade since unbundling. In some areas of the GMW gravity
districts there is declining demand and net trade out of the districts, leading to lower delivery volumes
and a big surplus of delivery share. Many landholders are no longer irrigating but must still pay
delivery share charges, and returns from some traditional irrigated sectors are under pressure.
Some water users have raised concerns about delivery shares, but generally these are issues of
fairness, equity, cost burden and coping with change. There have been statements that delivery
shares have no value or represent a financial liability to a property, rather than an asset.
These concerns arise mainly from districts where water use is declining and the returns from the
traditional irrigation sectors in those districts are also under pressure. These conditions can lead to a
focus on costs contributed to the system and delivery shares are a significant cost component for
some enterprises.
5.2.2 Lower Murray Water
In Sunraysia districts several years ago the situation was similar to the current situation in the
Goulburn-Murray districts. At the time of unbundling, there was little demand for traditional
horticultural crops and many irrigators were leaving irrigation and pulling out plantings. But recently in
the LMW districts there has been a surge of redevelopment and expansion of existing plantings and
this development push is continuing.
Water users value delivery share because ensuring access to deliveries during peak summer periods
is critical for producing quality horticultural crops, and LMW report few concerns about price or service
levels. The major issues for LMW customers is the risk of restrictions during critical growing periods
and making sure they can get enough water to avoid impacts on crops, especially in hot weather.
Deliveries in peak periods are nearing the maximum capacity of the systems and LMW is looking to
address capacity constraints in their networks so they are better placed to meet water demands.
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Irrigators in pumped districts are holding the full year delivery shares to protect their access to system
capacity over the summer demand peak. This means that there are no delivery shares available to
give certain access to irrigators wanting to develop new irrigation enterprises that need water outside
the summer period.
Figure 6 shows the current demand pattern in the Red Cliffs district, with high demands for current
permanent horticulture from around September to March. Peak flows in the system are near the
maximum pump capacity in hot summers. This demand pattern is typical of the current situation in the
LMW districts.
Figure 7 shows a typical demand pattern for winter carrots, which could be supported using autumn
and spring delivery shares.
Work is underway in the LMW districts to recalibrate the relationship between system capacity and
delivery shares as increasing demand raises the prospect of future shortfalls and rationing. Work is
also being done to manage consumption to reflect delivery share – Volumetric Restriction limits on
water ordering are only implemented in Robinvale. This offers scope to improve how delivery shares
can be used to define a level of service and manage congestion fairly.

5.3 Options
Three options are proposed in response to issues in the LMW districts and GMID. Because of the
different situations in the two areas, the first option is most relevant to LMW customers and options
two and three to GMW customers.
The review’s Project Control Group discussed other options but they offered little benefit and will not
be considered further. This included demand-based or surge pricing where the variable component of
the water charge increases with demand. The aim of this pricing approach is to flatten out the peak
demand if it reduces the costs that make up the Infrastructure Access Fee or Delivery Share Fee.
5.3.1 Option 5: Seasonal delivery shares (GMW and LMW)
The main option identified in the LMW districts is the subdivision of existing ‘full season’ delivery
shares into seasonal delivery shares. District expansions are possible and there is some interest in
winter annual horticulture or vegetable crops that can be grown when traditional horticultural water
demands are low.
One option would involve existing delivery shares being subdivided into three components:
•

Winter/spring delivery shares to provide rights to access the network in July, August and
September.

•

Summer delivery shares to provide rights to access the network in October through to and
including March.

•

Autumn delivery shares to provide rights to access the network in April, May and June.
Note: time periods are only for illustration and exact time periods would be analysed and fine
tuned in consultation with customers.

Transfer of delivery share would allow current delivery shareholders to sell spring or autumn delivery
shares to property owners seeking to expand plantings in these periods. Some irrigators cannot get
certain access to the system as all full year delivery shares are committed for peak summer demands
(see Figure 8). Figure 9 shows a typical demand pattern for winter carrots.
Subdividing delivery shares will not fundamentally alter the costs to maintain and renew the irrigation
delivery networks, so the same total revenue will be required.
The important benefit of this option is for current water users to transfer some seasonal delivery
shares (e.g. spring or autumn) covering the periods when their water use is low to other landholders
who can support new developments in these ‘shoulder’ periods.
The fixed charges for delivery shares would be subdivided in line with the subdivision of the access
period, so that sellers of unwanted seasonal delivery shares could reduce their fixed costs compared
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with current arrangements. The buyer of seasonal delivery shares will also have lower fixed costs
than if they purchased current full year delivery shares.
LMW delivery shares currently offer their holders access to the system across the full year, so the
subdivision of these delivery shares will cover all of the year.
In contrast, GMW’s gravity system delivery shares only offer access to the system for the 270 days of
the irrigation season from mid-August to mid-May. There are no formal access rights on issue for the
winter period when the system is usually closed down for maintenance.
GMW does have some policies and procedures in place around access to the delivery system during
winter. As a variant on the seasonal delivery shares option, GMW could also consider creating and
issuing new winter period delivery shares if there was enough demand.

Figure 8: Current demand pattern for Red Cliffs district (Source: LMW)
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Figure 9: Typical demand pattern for winter carrot crop (Source: LMW)

5.3.2 Option 6: Different delivery service level products (GMW)
This has a wide range of opportunities, but the main requirement would be that the change in service
level was linked to an acceptable change in IAF charges to improve the value for money perceptions
of delivery shareholders taking up a different service.
Although this option could cover improved levels of service, most users are expected to be interested
in lower levels of service that still suit some enterprises. In return there could be a lower fixed IAF
charge.
One example of this option is delivery shares being tailored for opportunistic annual cropping by
irrigators who may only take water in high availability years when allocation trade prices are low.
Under this option, sections of the delivery network would be ‘mothballed’ when not required, and
when the users on that system agreed that they wanted service in the coming season, the system
would be brought back into service. This might also involve:
•

Lower annual IAF fees to reflect the reduced operations and maintenance during ‘mothballed’
periods

•

A start-up charge for all the water users on the system in the years when the channels are
returned to service.

If this option were to proceed, more analysis and design is required to fully scope the service levels
offered and to establish what reductions could be offered in IAF charges.
Consideration also needs to be given to how this option interacts with reconfiguration and
rationalisation processes and the approach to decision making and cost recovery if major
infrastructure replacement is required, e.g. a road bridge or a syphon.
5.3.3 Option 7: Limited term contracts (GMW)
Under this option, irrigators would be offered the opportunity to surrender their current standard
delivery shares in exchange for entry into a limited term contract to provide delivery share services.
The key features of this arrangement could include:
•

No termination fees to be charged for the surrender of the standard delivery shares currently
held.
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•

The contract-based delivery shares offered to have a clear term, like 10, 15 or 30 years,
depending on the remaining lifespan of the infrastructure. At the end of the term, no
termination fees would be payable, but there would be no obligation on the water corporation
to continue providing an irrigation service. At the end of the contract there could be a
negotiation between the parties about further contract service provision, but the starting or
default position would be that no service and asset reconfiguration is likely to be
implemented.

•

The IAF fees for the limited term contract would be discounted compared to the IAF for
standard delivery shares. This, in combination with the removal of obligations to pay future
termination fees, would be a key incentive to move into his arrangement.

•

This opportunity may only be offered in selected zones in a district where it is assumed that
reconfiguration is likely or will be necessary in the medium term.

If this new concept is to proceed, considerable analysis and design is required to fully scope the
arrangements, develop the delivery share contracts and establish what reductions could be offered in
IAF charges.

5.4 Assessment
This section presents the assessment of the three options against the assessment criteria.
5.4.1 Test against original design purposes
Results of the assessment of options against the original delivery share design criteria are presented
in Table 7.
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Table 7: Assessment of options against original delivery share design criteria

Assessment
Purpose

Option 5: Seasonal delivery shares (GMW and
LMW)

Option 6: Different delivery service level
products (GMW)

Option 7: Limited term contracts
(GMW)

Manage the
obligation to
continue a
delivery service

Provides a clear right to provide service to serviced
properties, with the access period being specified
as one of the attributes of the delivery share.

Continues to provide a clear right to provide service
to serviced properties.

Continues to provide a clear right to
provide service to serviced properties.
The contract for delivery shares clearly
specifies the service obligations, and
arrangements for discontinuation of
service at the expiry of the contract.

Manage level of
service, including
rationing in
congestion
events

This option will support effective management of
service levels, by protecting access in summer
periods and avoiding making current peaks worse,
while providing certainty of access in spring and
autumn periods for new crops/developments that
can use this opportunity.

This option improves management of access to
services by providing delivery shareholders with
service levels adapted to local needs.

This option continues to provide
equivalent levels of service management
to standard delivery shares.

Share the fixed
costs of irrigation
infrastructure

Conversion of existing delivery shares into
seasonal delivery shares will support the sharing of
costs between beneficiaries of the supply system.

Continues to use delivery shares as the basis for
sharing fixed costs. Recognises that where a
changed level of service can reduce costs, this can
lead to a lower IAF.

Continues to use delivery shares as the
basis for sharing fixed costs. Recognises
that the ‘lock in’ of the end date for
service provision can provide cost
savings in terms of maintenance and
future renewals, leading to the
discounted IAF.

Protect from
price shocks as
water is traded

This option supports redevelopment and extension
of the districts, which will reduce the risk of water
trading out leaving assets underutilised and leading
to price shocks.

The continued use of delivery shares will protect
from price shocks as water is traded.

The continued use of delivery shares will
protect from price shocks as water is
traded.

Signal areas that
could be
rationalised

As this option is targeted and increasing the
utilisation of existing assets, it is unlikely to provide
a signal about rationalisation opportunities.

The change to a different level of service will not
necessarily provide any signals around
reconfiguration. On the contrary, if it is successful
and offers a more affordable, sustainable service, it
may help to confirm that that area has a long-term
future in irrigation, even with modified service levels.

Uptake of limited term delivery share
contracts should provide strong signals
for reconfiguration.
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Table 8: Assessment of options against guiding principles and legal frameworks for water markets and pricing

Guiding principle

Assessment
Option 5: Seasonal delivery shares (GMW and
LMW)

Option 6: Different delivery service level products
(GMW)

Are the resulting
products wellspecified and
understandable?

The resulting products can be clearly specified.

The resulting products can be clearly specified.

The resulting products can be clearly
specified.

Is the option
compatible with
guiding principles
and legal
frameworks for
water markets and
pricing?

The option is compatible with guiding principles
and legal frameworks for water markets and
pricing.

The option is generally compatible with the guiding
principles and legal frameworks for water markets and
pricing.

Charges/prices for new seasonal delivery shares
will need to be developed and approved by the
ESC, however this will be based on existing
pricing principles and is not expected to be overly
complex. The revenue requirements for each
district are expected to be similar to the current
situation, as it is not expected that subdivision of
delivery shares will lead to any major changes in
fixed costs.

Some changes to current pricing units will be required
to develop different charges across areas with a
common price at present.

The option is generally compatible with
the guiding principles and legal
frameworks for water markets and
pricing.

The option is feasible for infrastructure operation
and administration; however, it will require some
changes to the Water Register and water ordering
systems to cater for the new seasonal delivery
share products. These changes have not been
costed, but it is expected that the modifications
will be relatively minor.

This option is feasible but will require substantial
modifications to existing operating procedures and
water ordering systems to enable changed levels of
service. There will also need to be changes to asset
management strategies and costing data may be
required to confirm if reductions in costs are being
achieved as planned.

This option is feasible and will not
require modifications to existing
procedures and water ordering systems.

Considerable analysis and design would be required
to fully scope the service levels offered and to
establish what reductions could be offered in IAF
charges. It will also require modification to billing
systems.

It will also require modification to billing
systems.

Is the option
feasible for
infrastructure
operation and
administration,
including benefits
of implementation
exceed the costs?
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The Water Act provides wide ranging enabling powers
for water corporations to determine the terms and
conditions that apply to delivery shares.

Option 7: Limited term contracts
(GMW)

Some changes to current pricing units
will be required to develop different
charges across areas with a common
price at present.
The Water Act provides for the
development of contract delivery
shares.

There will need to be changes to asset
management strategies to reduce
maintenance and operate the system
with a limited life time strategy.

Benefits will rely on the achievement of
on-going savings in fixed costs and the
avoidance of future renewals. This
option is closely linked to the long-term
need to adjust the footprint of some
gravity irrigation districts.

Distribution of
impacts and
benefits within
and between
districts and user
groups (equity,
efficiency, etc.)

This option will be of most immediate interest to
LMW district customers. It is also expected to be
applicable to GMW pumped districts if renewal
and redevelopment starts to take off. This option
is not expected to offer significant benefits to
GMW gravity irrigation districts given the
significant underutilised capacity and the cost of
establishing seasonal delivery shares for all users
is unlikely to be justified. There may be some
localised areas within irrigation areas that are
capacity constrained where this option may be
attractive. It would appear feasible to offer
seasonal products in the same system as all yearround delivery shares, subject to the cost of
changes to water ordering and delivery
management systems being effective.

It could align some of the costs incurred in
maintaining and operating the system more closely
with the cash flow for the businesses using the
system.
Lower annual charges when no irrigation occurs.
Start-up costs and delivery costs are only incurred in
years when there is a reasonable expectation of
positive returns from irrigation.
This option will require all users in a channel system
to agree to the changed level of service. This may be
difficult to achieve.
Some land owners may also view this option as
locking out future opportunities for changing into
higher value irrigation crops that require regular
services every year.
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Whilst it can provide strong signals for
reconfiguration, there will be concerns
that once an area is identified for limited
term services, it will be locked in to a
path to removal of irrigation. Some may
view this as devaluing their properties.
It will also require forecasting the future
irrigation suitability and viability of
certain areas, which may be problematic
in an uncertain external environment.

5.4.2 Additional, emerging or modified purposes
Option 5: Seasonal delivery shares (GMW and LMW)
This option will support expansion of irrigated agriculture in some districts, which was not a significant
intention at the time of unbundling. This change will provide greater choice and flexibility to support
new developments. The realisation of these opportunities will rely on individual choice and use of
markets in delivery shares to reallocate the new seasonal products. For those landholders who are
comfortable with their current arrangement, they can continue to hold the same rights that their
current year-round delivery shares offer, even though they will hold multiple delivery share products
rather than one.
Option 6: Different delivery service level products (GMW) and Option 7: Limited term contracts (GMW)
These options seek to stimulate redefinition of the available delivery service, either through changes
to service levels or tenure of service obligations. Option 7 may apply in the situation where an
individual wants to extend delivery service to a new area, but doesn’t want to be locked into paying for
delivery shares beyond the economic life of the farm infrastructure planned for the development. For
example, a tomato grower may wish to irrigate a new area of land not currently served by the channel
network, and is prepared to do this for eight years until the dripper tapes and irrigation control and
pumping systems need to be renewed.
5.4.3 Policy principles and frameworks
Results of the assessment of options against guiding principles and legal frameworks for water
markets and pricing are presented in Table 8.

5.5 Findings
Options 6 and 7 are not mutually exclusive and both could be implemented in different areas, or
combined in the same area to offer contract delivery shares with different service levels to the
standard delivery share. This offers more flexibility to design a package of measures that can be
tailored to local water delivery service needs in different areas.
5.5.1 Option 5: Seasonal delivery shares (GMW and LMW)
This option may be well-suited to Sunraysia districts given the strong seasonal pattern of water use
associated with horticulture and the low levels of extra delivery share available. It provides a way to
optimise the use of irrigation infrastructure across the full season, allowing expansion where
channel/pipeline capacity is already fully allocated during the summer demand peak. Within the
Goulburn-Murray districts it would provide customers with more options for adjusting their delivery
shareholdings without generating terminations.
Advantages:
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•

Could improve the use of existing delivery network assets, resulting in lower prices for water
users as costs would spread over a bigger customer base.

•

Introducing seasonal delivery shares is expected to broaden the revenue base, which should
translate into lower costs for landholders who retain summer delivery shares and transfer
some or all spring and autumn delivery shares.

•

Lower costs could be achieved by current delivery shareholders selling unwanted seasonal
delivery shares, and by purchasers buying only the seasonal access they need, with ongoing
costs that are lower than the current option of buying full-year delivery shares.

•

Offers improved choice and flexibility but allows users to continue with all the rights they
currently hold if they prefer not to change.

•

Offers an alternative to termination fees for customers holding excess delivery share covering
periods when they have little or no water use.

•

Could support regional economic development and a more viable irrigation industry.
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•

Is scalable and can be applied in some districts and not in others.

Disadvantages:
•

Adds extra complexity to the delivery share system and will also result in multiple new
IAF/DSF charges appearing on bills where is it is implemented - although the total cost for
fixed charges should not increase with this option. It will require an effective communication
program so that irrigators understand the rights and opportunities available under seasonal
delivery shares.

•

Introducing this option is likely to be of little practical value in the Goulburn-Murray gravity
district and might receive a cool response. It could face landholder backlash if it provokes
concerns that this is a ploy to raise more revenue by creating new products.

•

Seasonal variability and climate change means there will be future risks around changes in
growing seasons for crops and/or rainfall patterns. For example, irrigators who currently rely
on rainfall and don’t use irrigation deliveries in spring may find they will need to rely on
irrigation deliveries in spring in future drier years. An education program would be required to
help water users fully understand these risks and plan how to manage them as part of any
decisions to buy or sell seasonal delivery shares.

•

Whilst there may be an initial learning curve to understand these new products, it is expected
that irrigators in districts experiencing growing demand will welcome the new product
opportunities.

Connections to other proposals:
•

Seasonal delivery share products would need to be supported by a market that allows
customers to trade these new products (Chapter 7).

•

This option may not be compatible with reducing the ADA (Chapter 4), as that proposal may
constrain the period of water availability associated with a delivery share.

•

Seasonal delivery shares also intersect with issues around managing deliverability risks and
market approaches for managing deliverability. This work is being done through the DELWP
project on market approaches to delivery shortfalls.

5.5.2 Option 6: Different delivery service level products (GMW)
Differing levels of service may allow irrigators to access a delivery service that is fit for their purpose,
with associated charges reflecting the costs of providing that service. For this option to proceed it
would need to show that any lower levels of service could be provided at a significant cost reduction.
It poses challenges where customers on the same channel or spur have different needs, but it could
be considered as part of reconfiguration planning, with service levels linked with the asset base, such
as modernised versus unmodernised, or backbone versus spur channels.
Advantages:
•

Provides lower fixed annual costs and greater flexibility for irrigators who only use water
opportunistically. This group may be growing as climate change goes on to affect future water
availability.

•

Would align some of the costs incurred in maintaining and operating the system more closely
with the cash flow for farm businesses:
o
o

•
•

Lower annual charges when no irrigation occurs
Start-up costs and delivery costs are only incurred in years when there is a
reasonable expectation of positive returns from irrigation.
Substantial ability to tailor the service offered to meet local needs.
Could provide a sustainable future in irrigation for some areas by introducing different
services/prices.
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Disadvantages:
•

Any changes to service levels need to produce real reductions in annual costs to maintain
and renew infrastructure. This will require detailed consideration and analysis by asset
management specialists to see if this is feasible in many locations.

•

Will require all users in a channel system to agree to the changed level of service. This may
be difficult to achieve and will take major consultation and communications to reach
agreement on changed service levels and explain the changes to water users.

•

There may be some concerns that this move will lock out future opportunities for changing
into higher value irrigation crops needing regular services every year.

•

Stock and domestic supplies will still be required in all or most years and cost-effective
solutions will need to be identified.

•

Reducing costs may also involve removing automated structures, so practical arrangements
for manually operating structures, including irrigator operation, will need to be developed.

Connections to other proposals
•

Providing different levels of service will increase the complexity of trade in delivery shares
(Chapter 7). This option may require restrictions of trade within service classes, which on top
of hydraulic connectivity constraints may limit the potential market to a point that it is too small
to function.

5.5.3 Option 7: Limited term contracts (GMW)
Advantages:
•

Uptake of limited term delivery share contracts would provide stronger signals for
reconfiguration, with benefits for the management of future costs for delivery services.

•

Removal of future obligations to pay termination fees will be attractive to some irrigators.

•

Could still be opportunities to review future service provision arrangements at the end of the
contract period if circumstances have changed in the operating environment for the irrigated
businesses involved.

•

Provides an additional opportunity for flexibility in service delivery arrangements which could
form part of a package of measures to address delivery share and reconfiguration aims.

Disadvantages:
•

Considerable analysis and design would be required to fully scope the arrangements, develop
the delivery share contracts and establish what reductions could be offered in IAF charges.

•

There will need to be a targeted communication and education program to explain the
changes in costs and terms and conditions for delivery service to avoid disputes at the end of
the contract period.

•

One of the challenges will be to develop clear, defensible criteria to identify the zones where
this option will be offered.

•

There may be concerns that once an area is identified for limited term services, it will be
locked in to a path to removal of irrigation. Some may see this as devaluing their properties.

•

It will require forecasting the future irrigation suitability and viability of certain areas, which
may be problematic in an uncertain external environment.

Connections to other proposals:
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•

Fixed terms contracts may not be compatible with the development of markets in delivery
shares (Chapter 7). Time-limited contracts reduce the legal certainty of delivery compared to
current rights. The ability to trade delivery shares into or out of limited-term contract channels
would also need to be investigated.

•

This option overlaps with proposals for providing discounts on or waiving termination fees
where full termination would help to progress infrastructure rationalisation with associated
cost savings (Chapter 8). Further work would be required to evaluate if these options are
compatible.
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6. Use of delivery shares in system operations
6.1 Introduction
The fixed costs associated with delivery shares are a concern for some irrigators. While it’s
acknowledged that delivery shares are a fair way to share the fixed costs for maintaining and
renewing irrigation infrastructure, irrigators are keen to understand any opportunities for improved
services and greater value for delivery shareholders.

6.2 Context
A delivery share defines the right to have water delivered to a serviced property in an irrigation district.
The main element of delivery share that is relevant to systems operations and day-to-day service
delivery is the delivery share rate, expressed in ML per day.
Both LMW and GMW have experienced concerns from delivery shareholders that ‘casual users’ can
take more than their delivery share volumes over an irrigation cycle. This results in delivery
shareholders receiving reduced services from volumetric access and ordering lead time perspectives.
Some delivery shareholders are concerned that casual users enjoy virtually all the benefits of a
delivery shareholder, without incurring the fixed charges for delivery share.
6.2.1 Goulburn-Murray Water
The delivery share sets out the principle for sharing access to capacity of the system on a daily or 10
day basis.
During peak periods when demand is expected to exceed the capacity of the delivery system for an
extended period, rationing could be implemented where only delivery shareholders would receive
deliveries. Irrigators who don’t hold delivery shares would not be able to place orders during rationing
periods, and delivery shareholders would be limited to taking a maximum volume of 10 times their
delivery shareholding over a 10-day period.
Given the extent of trade out of the gravity districts, there is significant surplus capacity available and
the risk of congestion is relatively low. Recently with changes to GMW ordering processes and
software as part of the Demand Management System to control modernised automated regulators,
GMW does not have procedures in place to reliably trigger rationing in the gravity network, regardless
of the level of demand. Congestion issues are usually managed on an event by event basis.
GMW does not limit water users to their average delivery share volume if the system is not running at
full capacity or formal rationing has not been put into action. Delivery shareholders and casual users
receive identical access to service from the supply system outside of any rationing period. This means
casual users without delivery shares who don’t pay fixed IAF charges enjoy virtually all the benefits of
a delivery shareholder, even with the risk of slightly higher prices when they actually use water.
GMW customers have generally expressed quite high satisfaction with current water delivery services
in customer surveys. However, they have also expressed concerns about having to provide the
regular fixed revenue to maintain the system even in low water availability years, and receiving a
similar service to casual users.
Widespread channel automation has enabled order times to be reduced substantially to 24 hours. At
the same time, the move to more automated delivery scheduling systems saw irrigators logging into
the system to select and lock in their preferred delivery timings. This process has created an incentive
for water users to start placing orders earlier than the minimum notice period to secure their preferred
or most convenient delivery slots.
6.2.2 Lower Murray Water
In Sunraysia districts several years ago the situation was similar to GMW’s current situation. There
were no arrangements for including delivery shares as a rule for gaining priority in ordering water and
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accessing service delivery. Water users just selected an available delivery ‘slot’ from those offered on
the online ordering system.
Most properties in Sunraysia districts hold relatively uniform levels of delivery share per hectare, given
that all lands in the district received a uniform, quite high allocation of water rights per hectare, unlike
the non-linear formula that applied in the Goulburn-Murray districts. There was also less internal
movement by trade within Sunraysia districts before unbundling.
Recently LMW has started to develop changes to their ordering system and these are expected to be
fully implemented by July 2019. These changes will mainly limit water users to ordering their
volumetric restriction over a seven-day period, particularly during the summer peak. The volumetric
restriction is calculated by multiplying the delivery share held by seven. Delivery shareholders will also
be able to lock their orders in up to seven days in advance of the delivery date.

6.3 Options
Several options have been identified to help address concerns that delivery shareholders don’t
receive any significant service benefits compared with casual users. As noted earlier, LMW has
already decided to go ahead with Option 9 and is developing the water ordering system capabilities
for this.
6.3.1 Option 8: Priority ordering lead times (GMW and LMW)
The opportunity to differentiate ordering lead times for delivery shareholders could be achieved by
providing priority access to water ordering systems. Casual users would only be able to lodge and
confirm orders, say from 24 hours before the delivery date. Delivery shareholders would get access to
the most sought-after delivery slots before casual users could lodge an order. For example, in
Robinvale Irrigation District access to spare capacity in the system 48 hours in advance gives
customers who want to take water in excess of their Volumetric Restriction, time to plan and place
orders.
This option could also provide a process for filtering and rejecting casual orders if localised
congestion issues happened within the delivery network, or in the river upstream of the district offtake.
A range of other refinements to this basic concept could be used to tailor the offering to service the
needs of different areas and user groups. Table 9 illustrates a suggested approach, but the thresholds
and order lead times need to be developed further and tested.
Table 9: Possible ordering priority for delivery shareholders

Delivery shareholding (ML/d)

Maximum ordering lead time (d)

5 and above

10

2-5

7

1-2

4

0.5 – 1

2

<0.5

1

6.3.2 Option 9: Priority volumetric access (GMW and LMW)
So that water users receive access to volumes consistent with their delivery share holdings, ordering
systems could be amended so delivery shareholders get priority access to available deliveries over
each irrigation cycle. The key features of this option could include:
•
•

Delivery shareholders can order up to 10 days before the delivery date
The volume ordered in any irrigation cycle – either a seven or 10-day period depending on
local crops and requirements - would be limited to the delivery share ‘volume’. This is
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•

calculated as the delivery share units held in LMW over a seven-day period, or the delivery
share held times 10 in GMW.
Volumes above the delivery share volume may be ordered as tentative orders, which could be
overwritten by delivery share volume orders, or confirmed if still valid 24 hours before the
ordered delivery time.

Details of the approach could be refined further, including whether this priority access would apply at
all times or only in high demand periods and how order volumes above the delivery share volume
would be treated. Consideration might also be given to whether it is appropriate to bill deliveries
above the delivery share volume in any irrigation cycle at the casual use rates.
LMW has already decided to put this option into action, given the high demands during the summer
peak period and introduction of new crops requiring higher flows than can be provided under delivery
share volumes.
6.3.3 Option 10: Implement flow rates linked to delivery shares (GMW and LMW)
Option 9 looks to share access to available channel capacity over an irrigation cycle based on an
irrigator’s delivery shareholdings.
The other area of service that may be important on pipelines or channels with limited capacity is the
daily rate at which individual irrigators take water from the system. The sizing of irrigation outlets may
not be directly proportional to the delivery shares held. Reasons for this include that meters come in
discrete size steps and that landowners may have transferred delivery share away from a property,
but the meter outlet may not have been modified.
If an individual or small number of users can take the whole capacity of a pipe/channel, this could
deny access to other users for several days. Even if all users can still receive their delivery share
volumes over the irrigation period, not being able to access water for several days may have big
impacts on crops, especially in hot weather and for crops under high efficiency micro irrigation
systems.
Under this option determined flow rates (DFR) would be established for each property in ML per day
as an attribute of the delivery share. Water users may be required to limit the rate of delivery to their
properties to the DFR on any day during peak demand periods. Outside peak demand periods, water
users may be able to take deliveries at higher rates than their DFR if there is spare capacity in the
network.
This option is expected to help manage water sharing and to identify and better understand all
aspects of the delivery commitments on each system.
LMW already uses a concept like this called a Maximum Order Flow Rate, which is used in equitably
sharing pump station and distribution network capacity (including local spur capacity). They also use a
peak/off peak function within the Volumetric Restriction (VR) to equitably manage customer orders
during popular irrigation hours (noon to 6 pm) in the Robinvale high pressure system.

6.4 Assessment
This section presents the assessment of the three options against the assessment criteria.
6.4.1 Test against original design purposes
Results of the assessment of options against the original delivery share design criteria are presented
in Table 10.
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Table 10: Assessment of options against delivery share original design purposes

Option 8: Priority ordering lead times (GMW and
LMW)

Option 9: Priority volumetric access (GMW
and LMW)

Option 10: Implement flow rates linked
to delivery shares (GMW and LMW)

Manage the
obligation to continue
a delivery service

Continues to provide a clear right to provide a
service to serviced properties.

Continues to provide a clear right to provide a
service to serviced properties.

Continues to provide a clear right to
provide a service to serviced properties.

Manage level of
service, including
rationing in
congestion events

This option improves management of access to
services by providing delivery shareholders with
priority access to selection of their preferred delivery
time slots.

This option improves management of access
to services by providing delivery shareholders
with priority access to delivery of volumes
consistent with their delivery shareholdings
over each irrigation cycle.

This option improves management of
access to services by providing improved
water sharing on a daily basis to delivery
shareholders.

Purpose

Provision of lower priority to ‘casual’ users may
assist in limiting/rejecting these orders in high
demand periods.

4

Development of tools to achieve this will
fundamentally assist with rationing available
capacity in congestion events.

It will assist with rationing available
capacity in high demand periods,
especially on smaller channels/pipelines.

Share the fixed costs
of irrigation
infrastructure

Continues to use delivery shares as the basis for
sharing fixed costs. Recognises and ‘rewards’ the
contribution of delivery shareholders to fixed costs.

Continues to use delivery shares as the basis
for sharing fixed costs. Recognises and
‘rewards’ the contribution of delivery
shareholders to fixed costs.

Continues to use delivery shares as the
basis for sharing fixed costs.

Protect from price
shocks as water is
traded

The continued use of delivery shares will protect
from price shocks as water is traded.

The continued use of delivery shares will
protect from price shocks as water is traded.

The continued use of delivery shares will
protect from price shocks as water is
traded.

Signal areas that
could be rationalised

If the additional service benefits available through
longer/more certain order lead times are valued, it
may lead to transfers of delivery shares which could
signal areas that could be rationalised. It is
suspected that the rationalisation signals for this
option will be relatively weak in GMW and LMW is
planning upgrades of and expansion of their districts
rather than rationalisations4.

In systems which experience regular periods
of congestion, this option is expected to
stimulate purchase of delivery shares to
ensure access to deliveries in critical periods.
Trade out of some areas should provide
signals for reconfiguration.

This option is not expected to provide
strong signals about which areas could be
rationalised.

Noting that LMW undertake some small scale rationalisation at the end of spurs when opportunities arise to retire unused pipes.
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Table 11: Assessment of options against guiding principles and legal frameworks for water markets and pricing.

Option 8: Priority ordering lead times
(GMW and LMW)

Option 9: Priority volumetric access (GMW and
LMW)

Option 10: Implement flow rates linked to
delivery shares (GMW and LMW)

Are the resulting
products wellspecified and
understandable?

The resulting products can be clearly
specified.

The resulting products can be clearly specified.

The resulting products can be clearly specified.

Is the option
compatible with
guiding principles
and legal
frameworks for
water markets and
pricing?

The option is generally compatible with the
guiding principles and legal frameworks for
water markets and pricing.

The option is generally compatible with the guiding
principles and legal frameworks for water markets
and pricing.

The option is generally compatible with the
guiding principles and legal frameworks for
water markets and pricing.

Is the option
feasible for
infrastructure
operation and
administration,
including benefits of
implementation
exceed the costs?

This option is feasible but in the GMID it
will require substantial modifications to
existing procedures and water ordering
systems to enable delivery shareholdings
to be considered as part of the ordering
process.

This option is feasible but will require modifications
to existing procedures and water ordering systems
to enable delivery shareholdings to be considered
as part of the management of ordered volumes.

This option is feasible but will require
modifications to existing procedures and DFRs
will need to be identified and added into the
register/water management systems of some
water corporations, so it can be used in system
operations.

Guiding principle
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In the GMID it is expected to require
significant design to develop the ordering
criteria and then design the necessary
changes to water ordering systems. Costs
to implement could be significant for some
water corps.
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It is noted that LMW have commenced minor
adaptation of existing tools for this option, and
benefits are seen as high given frequent peak
periods. The management tool is currently in use in
Robinvale and will be introduced to all irrigation
districts.
Benefits in GMW area may not be as widespread,
although some areas (e.g. Murray Valley) can still
experience extended periods when demands equal
or exceed capacity in parts of the network.

DFR is already in use in LMW’s water ordering
system.
This option is not considered to be a major
reform and is not a major change to the current
situation. Costs are not expected to be major.

Guiding principle
Distribution of
impacts and
benefits within and
between districts
and user groups
(equity, efficiency,
etc.)

Option 8: Priority ordering lead times
(GMW and LMW)

Option 9: Priority volumetric access (GMW and
LMW)

Option 10: Implement flow rates linked to
delivery shares (GMW and LMW)

This option is most applicable to GMW
gravity districts. Delivery shareholders
contributing each year to the fixed costs of
the system will receive greater value and
improved service from this option.

This option is most applicable to LMW districts and
is in the process of being implemented more widely.
It will ensure that available capacity is shared
equitably between users on the basis of delivery
shares.

This option is equally applicable to both GMW
and LMW districts.

As noted, most properties in LMW districts
hold relatively uniform levels of delivery
share/ha, so it is considered that
introduction of a system providing priority
access to some delivery shareholders
based on total delivery shareholdings
would be viewed as inequitable.

There may also be some areas in GMW where this
is applicable. Given the significant surplus capacity
in much of the GMW network, there may be
questions about the efficiency of constraining
volumetric orders from ‘casual’ users if delivery
shareholders are not limited or disadvantaged in any
way as a result. The more pertinent issue may be
what is the charge that is appropriate for access to
this unused capacity, however moving from
assessing casual use on an annual basis to some
other shorter period may be contentious and has
equity implications.
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This option will improve equity of water sharing
outcomes and will offer improved compliance
management.

6.4.2 Additional, emerging or modified purposes
Option 9 could stimulate transfers of delivery shares in systems which experience regular periods of
congestion. It is also likely that this could extend to demand for temporary trading of delivery shares for
limited periods during peak demand times. This would require more structured and rapid assessment
techniques for transfers than those currently available. It is expected that demand for this type of delivery
share trading will vary from district to district.
Option 9 may also provide the tools and basis for considering whether it would be appropriate to bill
deliveries above the delivery share volume in any irrigation cycle at the casual use rates, rather than
assessing casual use on a whole of irrigation season basis as is the current practice.
The concept of providing improved service access to increase the value proposition associated with holding
delivery shares is addressed through these options. This idea could be extended to ancillary services not
directly related to water delivery, but which are still important to operating commercial irrigation properties.
Depending on the delivery shares held, irrigators could be offered priority access to water and billing
enquiries, water trading information, case management services for delivery share or water use licence
changes.
6.4.3 Policy principles and frameworks
The options have also been assessed against the guiding principles and legal frameworks for water markets
and pricing. The results are presented in Table 11.

6.5 Findings
The advantages and disadvantages of each option have been summarised and overall they offer
opportunities to improve services and provide greater value to delivery shareholders. None of the options is
mutually exclusive, so there is flexibility for different irrigation districts to implement one or more of these
options, depending on the service issues and needs of their customers.
All of these options will require further testing, analysis and design before they can be put into action.
6.5.1 Option 8: Priority ordering lead times (GMW and LMW)
If this option proceeds, further work is needed on the design of the priority access scale to identify the most
relevant relationships between delivery share holdings and ordering lead times. It also requires better
understanding of the implementation costs and testing/confirming the value or importance of any benefits to
irrigators.
There will need to be a targeted communications and education program to explain the changes to ordering
processes so that water users are not surprised if orders are not accepted in the same manner as they have
been previously.
Advantages:
•

Would provide tangible benefits for delivery shareholders in day to day ordering and support the
value of holding delivery shares.

•

Will help to manage rationing in congestion periods.

•

Could encourage casual users to take up delivery shares and pay fixed charges.

•

May stimulate interest in short term or temporary trading of delivery shares.

Disadvantages:
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•

Needs significant design to make sure the system is fair.

•

Would also require extensive testing and a major communication program to explain the changes to
irrigators.

•

Will require major and potentially costly changes to ordering and scheduling software (for GMW
mainly).
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•

May discourage occasional users and reduce the ability for casual use to provide an affordable entry
point for new irrigation businesses. However, given the spare capacity generally available and the
convenience offered by ordering through smart phones, the requirement to order with short lead
times may not be a major issue.

•

Giving greater priority to delivery shareholders could be seen as reducing the service available for
those prepared to pay casual use fees, so there may be a need to review and potentially lower these
fees.

•

Irrigators may not perceive that the benefits outweigh the increased complexity that would be added
to the current simple water ordering process.

Connections to other proposals:
•

Priority access to ordering systems would need to be considered against rationing arrangements to
remain fair and to prevent the potential to game the system if there is a delivery shortfall.

•

The design of markets in delivery share (Chapter 7) would need to make sure system access priority
is updated as customers trade delivery shares.

6.5.2 Option 9: Priority volumetric access (GMW and LMW)
There will need to be a targeted communications and education program to explain the changes to ordering
processes so that water users are not surprised if orders are limited to the delivery share volume.
Advantages:
•

Would provide tangible benefits for delivery share users in day to day ordering and support the value
of holding delivery shares when accessing volumes of water in peak periods.

•

Will assist in managing rationing in congestion periods.

•

Irrigators in LMW see this as a positive option which is being implemented there.

•

Could encourage casual users to take up delivery shares and pay fixed charges.

•

May stimulate interest in short term or temporary trading of delivery shares.

Disadvantages:
•

Will require changes to ordering and scheduling software for GMW to implement.

•

Would require a communication program to explain the changes to irrigators.

•

Benefits in GMW area may be limited, and the value of implementing this option in areas that do not
experience demands at or above system capacity may be questionable.

Connections to other proposals:
•

Priority volumetric access would need to be considered against rationing arrangements to remain fair
and to prevent the potential to game the system if there is a delivery shortfall.

•

The design of markets in delivery share (Chapter 7) would need to ensure volumetric access priority
is updated as customers trade delivery shares.

6.5.3 Option 10: Implement flow rates linked to delivery shares (GMW and LMW)
There will need to be a targeted communications and education program to explain the changes to ordering
processes so that water users are not surprised if orders are restricted to the DFR. However, this option is
not considered to be a major change to the current situation.
Advantages:
•

Improves management of access to services by providing improved water sharing on a daily basis to
delivery shareholders.
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•

Will assist with rationing available capacity in high demand periods, especially on smaller
channels/pipelines, and will improve compliance management.

•

Not a big change to the current situation, and can be readily implemented with costs that are not
expected to be major.

•

May be more important if a greater portion of fixed costs are collected through service point fees in
future.

Disadvantages:
•

May require changes to ordering and scheduling software to implement.

•

Will require data cleansing and data entry effort for LMW.

•

May not be seen as having major benefits in areas that do not experience demands at or above
system capacity.

Connections to other proposals:
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•

Determined flow rates would need to be considered against rationing arrangements to remain fair
and to prevent the potential to game the system if there is a delivery shortfall.

•

The design of markets in delivery share (Chapter 7) would need to make sure determined flow rate
levels are updated as customers trade delivery shares.
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7. Facilitating markets in delivery shares
7.1 Introduction
Delivery shares are linked to a specific parcel of land or property and describe the access to delivery
services that the property has at that location in the delivery network. While delivery share is assigned to a
specific property, it can be unlinked from land and transferred to a new location. There is increasing interest
in transfer of delivery share across northern Victoria for a variety of reasons.

7.2 Context
Markets in delivery share have been limited and slow to develop. Across GMW’s region there have only been
87 transfers of delivery shares directly between landholders in the decade since unbundling. These transfers
involved a total of 40.7 ML per day of delivery shares, which represents 0.26 per cent of the total delivery
shares on issue across GMW.
There was some expectation from landholders and brokers that markets in delivery shares would be similar
to markets in water shares. This is not the case as delivery shares are a different product from water
entitlements, and the markets for them are also different. Two important differences are market size and the
value of shares.
•

Market size: Delivery capacity markets may be much more localised than water entitlement or
allocation markets. Buyers may be limited to landholders adjacent to infrastructure physically
interconnected to the seller’s supply channel or pipeline.

•

Value: Values are likely to vary widely, partly because of the small market size and the range of
localised supply and demand combinations that will appear. Anecdotal evidence points to a negative
value for delivery shares in some situations, for example where a potential ‘seller’ may pay a ‘buyer’
to take over a delivery share, rather than continue to pay annual charges or pay a costly termination
fee. A negative value may be rational where the decision has a net positive value when considering
future charges, and does not necessarily indicate a market failure.

The other complicating factor in assessing proposals for transfer of delivery shares is understanding the
current commitments and capacity of large, complex delivery networks and how these will be affected by any
proposed transfer.
Both LMW and GMW are working along similar paths to develop supporting tools to progress improved
markets in delivery shares. The drivers in each water corporation are different, and as a result LMW is further
advanced than GMW.
7.2.1 Lower Murray Water
In recent years market conditions have become more favourable and significant redevelopment is happening
in the Sunraysia districts. This is being driven by moves away from dried fruit and wine grapes into table
grapes and citrus and other new horticulture enterprises including almonds and avocados. As a result, water
demands are rising across the districts and there is now interest in buying delivery shares to ensure access
to water during peak demand periods.
7.2.2 Goulburn-Murray Water
The loss of water entitlements and lower water use in parts of the Goulburn-Murray districts has resulted in
some properties continuing to irrigate with the support of allocation trade and others stopping irrigation but
still retaining delivery shares and paying IAF charges. There are also anecdotal reports of people buying
properties with no intention of taking up irrigation, while unaware that delivery shares were attached to the
properties. In these cases the landowners would prefer to be able to transfer delivery shares to a new owner
to reduce their IAF costs, rather than paying termination fees.

7.3 Options
The main option to address these concerns is further development and facilitation of markets in delivery
shares to enable the reallocation of delivery shares, i.e. Option 11: Delivery share markets (GMW and LMW).
Basic requirements for a market include:
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•

reviewing if caps are clearly defined

•

delivery entitlements having clear characteristics and are legally secure

•

ensuring sound governance and regulatory arrangements

•

considering Water Register functionality

•

adequacy of monitoring and enforcement

•

sufficient trading rules to protect third parties and the environment

•

platforms and ways to mediate transactions

•

timely, accurate and readily accessible market information.

It will also be important to clarify what constitutes a transfer of delivery share. When transferring access to
the delivery capacity of an irrigation supply network, there needs to be some degree of hydraulic connection
between the seller’s and buyer’s property. This is so that the capacity previously held by the seller can be
used to deliver water to the buyer’s property.
However, many potential transactions where the buyer and seller are on different spur systems off the same
main carrier will involve some transfer of capacity in the main carrier and issue of unallocated delivery shares
in the buyer’s spur channel.
This mixture of transfer and surrender/issue of delivery capacity may well be acceptable at some scale, but if
it is extended to allow transfers between systems that have extremely limited hydraulic connection, it starts to
look like a pure surrender of delivery shares at the seller’s site and issue of unallocated delivery share at the
buyer’s location. The intent of such a transaction would appear to be more about reallocating costs for
maintenance and renewal of infrastructure, rather than a real transfer of access to capacity in a shared
channel or pipeline system.
This may be an entirely acceptable outcome in some circumstances, but it is critical that these issues are
carefully thought through by water corporations and DELWP. They need to be discussed with customers to
establish clear, acceptable and sustainable policy positions and guidance on delivery share transfers before
a significant effort is directed towards stimulating market activity.
Other actions that may help to improve the depth and performance of delivery capacity markets include:
•

Education and information programs to build a better understanding of delivery shares as a product,
and to make sure water users understand all the attributes and costs relating to this product.

•

Better descriptions of who can participate in the market as buyers and sellers, such as which
properties are linked to interconnected delivery infrastructure. This would be equivalent to trading
zones in water allocation and entitlement markets.

•

Online tools showing the verified total capacity of the network at key points, the delivery share
currently on issue and the available capacity. This could be complemented by graphs of flows at
these key points across the irrigation season. These types of tools would help landholders
understand the potential for congestion in the system now or in future and support informed
assessment of the current or future potential value of delivery share at different locations across the
network.

•

Publicly available information on volumes of delivery share trading and prices, together with key
factors that may influence prices, such as the degree of infrastructure use.

•

Trading platforms that allow buyers and sellers to stand in the market and signal their intent which
can enable buyers and sellers to connect and arrange transfers.

•

Guidelines for the activities of market intermediaries to build confidence and participation in the
markets. Rural water corporations, which are likely to be potential sellers in these markets, would
also benefit from clear guidelines. There is a need for transparent guidance around when water
corporations should issue unallocated delivery shares rather than directing people to the market.

Other opportunities to adjust policies to better support delivery share market development are:
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•

Amend legislation to require mandatory disclosure of processes for transfers of delivery shares. This
will enable price and volume data to support an informed market and increase the confidence of
potential buyers and sellers to enter the market.

•

Development of effective systems to provide publicly available information on system capacity and
delivery share commitments to understand capacity limits. This is critical for developing and
improving delivery share markets. Making the development of these tools an obligation for rural
water corporations through their Statement of Obligations means they could include the associated
costs in revenue requirements that form part of their pricing submissions to the ESC.

7.3.1 Lower Murray Water
LMW is actively working to develop tools to support expanded delivery share markets. The drivers for this
are the limited capacity of piped networks historically suited to viticulture and customers seeking higher
levels of access for new crops with bigger volume demand profiles like citrus and avocados and emerging
crops like pistachios and walnuts.
Key activities in this area are:
•

LMW can provide potential buyers with a delivery share transfer opportunity map showing all the
properties with delivery share on a connected system which form the potential seller base. Potential
buyers can then door knock potential sellers to find a sale.

•

LMW is mapping system capacity and delivery share commitments to understand capacity limits and
support delivery share trade. This capacity assessment project is expected to be completed within
the next 12 months.

•

Work is in progress to develop a web-based assessment tool that can interface with the Water
Register. This would support rapid assessment of delivery share transfer applications.

•

LMW is looking at developing trading rooms/bulletin boards.

•

LMW is also investigating the concept of peak and off-peak delivery share, allowing customers to
trade access when it’s not required to an off-peak user.

•

Historically delivery share has had a zero transfer value, but LMW is starting to see the emerging
interest in a positive value for delivery share.

7.3.2 Goulburn-Murray Water
GMW also recognises the need for better information on system capacity and delivery share commitments to
understand capacity limits and support delivery share trade.
The default position is that delivery share can always be transferred upstream on a hydraulically connected
system, however assessment of other trades is on a case-by case basis.
GMW is currently scoping the options for developing a tool to accumulate delivery share commitments below
each regulator. This will allow comparison of commitments to available capacity on a pool by pool basis.
Such a tool will allow the rapid assessment of delivery share transfer options.
Anecdotal evidence points to a negative value for delivery shares in some situations within the GoulburnMurray districts, but reliable data on sale prices for delivery share transfers is not available.

7.4 Assessment
The option of improving delivery share markets has been assessed against the adopted assessment criteria.
7.4.1 Test against original design purposes
The proposals to improve delivery share markets have been compared to the original design purposes for
delivery shares. Results are in Table 12.
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Table 12: Assessment of options against delivery share original design purposes

Purpose

Assessment of Option 11: Delivery share markets (GMW and LMW)

Manage the obligation to continue
a delivery service

Markets will support this purpose by ensuring that obligations to supply are met,
and where the landowner no longer wishes to receive a service, the obligation
can be transferred to another property in a structured transparent process which
protects the rights of other users.

Manage level of service, including
rationing in congestion events

Markets in delivery shares are unlikely to contribute to management of service
levels.

Share the fixed costs of irrigation
infrastructure

The reallocation of delivery shares by market-based processes will support the
sharing of costs between beneficiaries of the supply system. Transfers will also
offer an alternative to termination fees for potential sellers.

Protect from price shocks as water
is traded

Effective markets in delivery shares will assist in maintaining the quantum of
shares on issue, which will not be the case if termination is the only other
effective option. This will assist in protecting remaining users from prices shocks
as water is traded.

Signal areas that could be
rationalised

Markets in delivery shares are likely to contribute to identifying areas that could
be rationalised, by helping identify the location of potential sellers.

7.4.2 Additional, emerging or modified purposes
Facilitating markets in delivery shares is expected to support achievement of the original design objectives. If
markets for permanent transfer of delivery shares can be effectively developed, this could stimulate demand
for other trade options. There could be a progressive expansion in the trade products available to include
limited term transfers of delivery shares, or temporary trading of delivery shares within an irrigation season.
There may also be scope to consider wider trade opportunities, including between districts and from districts
to extraction shareholders on rivers. These are areas of potential future interest, but these inter-district
transactions involve complex considerations and will require significant further analysis and development.
Opportunities include:
•

Consideration of substitution trade, where trade is not limited to properties connected to the same
delivery infrastructure. This would involve the seller surrendering delivery share in the system their
property is in to the water corporation, and the water corporation issuing an equal volume of
unallocated delivery share to the buyer on a different delivery system.

•

Substitution trade is likely to be acceptable only within common pricing entities.

•

There may also be opportunities to free up the rules currently governing delivery share trades,
including temporary trade of delivery share, which would involve trades for less than the duration of
one full irrigation season. There would need to be caution to make sure this didn’t create
opportunities for ‘gaming’ the system and avoiding legitimate casual use fees or reducing the
incentive to take up delivery shares permanently.

7.4.3 Policy principles and frameworks
The options have also been assessed against the guiding principles and legal frameworks for water markets
and pricing. The results are in Table 13.
Table 13: Assessment of delivery share markets against the guiding principles and legal frameworks for water markets and
pricing.

Guiding principle

Assessment of Option 11: Delivery share markets (GMW and LMW)

Are the resulting
products wellspecified and
understandable?

Delivery shares are clearly specified and understandable. However, it will be important to
clarify what a transfer of delivery share constitutes.
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Guiding principle

Assessment of Option 11: Delivery share markets (GMW and LMW)

Is the option
compatible with
guiding principles and
legal frameworks for
water markets and
pricing?

The proposed option is consistent with the guiding principles and legal frameworks for water
markets and pricing. It will help deliver on the original intent of delivery shares and ensure
that delivery shares can be reallocated through market-based mechanisms. This will offer
improved choice for landholders seeking to change their access to delivery systems and
allow for individuals to adjust their delivery share holdings to better match the risk appetite of
their individual businesses. Improved markets will improve the understanding of delivery
shares in the community and how they can be traded.

Is the option feasible
for infrastructure
operation and
administration,
including benefits of
implementation
exceed the costs?

The option is compatible with other current arrangements and can be combined with other
potential options to enhance delivery share management.

Distribution of impacts
and benefits within
and between districts
and user groups
(equity, efficiency,
etc.)

The option is equally applicable to the GMID and LMW districts. It offers the potential for
landowners no longer wishing to receive a service to transfer the obligation to another
property in a structured, transparent process which protects the rights of other users.

The option is feasible for infrastructure operation and administration. The fact that both LMW
and GMW are actively considering development of tools to facilitate markets is a strong
indicator that this is an option that is feasible and will be valued by their customers.

Parts of delivery share markets will be localised if limited to landholders adjacent to
infrastructure physically interconnected to the seller’s supply channel or pipeline. The value
of delivery shares is likely to vary widely, partly because of the small market size and the
range of localised supply and demand combinations that will arise.

7.5 Findings
Advantages:
•

This option could promote demand and improve turnover in some markets, supporting redistribution
of delivery shares.

•

This is likely to be a useful option in its own right and could also support and enhance other options
adopted.

•

Pursuing this option would allow for other aspects of delivery share trade to be investigated which
may complement markets and values, e.g. substitution trade and temporary trade.

•

Better understanding of delivery shares would help customers take part in decision-making around
delivery shares.

•

The similar needs of water corporations carrying out this option may create an opportunity to
standardise systems/tools and share costs to develop capacity and trade assessment tools. If the
Water Register can provide a common point of truth for capturing the spatial location of delivery
share commitments, this may simplify the management and tracking of delivery share commitments
across delivery networks. If this is feasible, functionality in the register could be available to all water
corporations for lower costs than developing completely standalone solutions.

Disadvantages:
•

May serve to return focus and raise further concern about the perceived lack of value and
tradeability in delivery share markets.

•

As a standalone measure, this option is unlikely to address all the issues identified with delivery
shares. It is more likely to work combined with other options as part of a package of measures.

•

Some of the opportunities described for freeing up trade, like temporary trade of delivery shares,
may have relatively high transaction costs. They could require IT system changes for water
corporations and potential expanded functionality of the Victorian Water Register to effectively
manage these new measures. Development of these tools will also incur costs.

Connections to other proposals:
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•

•

•
•
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Markets in delivery share progressed by the water corporations are a prerequisite for implementing a
number of the options for delivery shares:
o Option 1: Reducing the annual delivery allowance (Chapter 4)
o Option 2: Resizing of current delivery shares (chapter 4)
o Option 4: Linking delivery shares to annual use limits (Chapter 4)
o Option 5: Seasonal delivery shares (Chapter 5).
Other options may not be compatible with delivery share markets, or may increase the complexity,
size and scope of markets:
o Option 6: Different delivery service level products (Chapter 5)
o Option 7: Limited term contracts (Chapter 5)
o Option 8: Priority ordering lead times (Chapter 6)
o Option 9: Priority volumetric access (Chapter 6)
o Option 10: Implement flow rates linked to delivery shares (Chapter 6).
Options for the recovery for fixed costs other than delivery shares (Chapter 8) are fundamentally
incompatible with market approaches as they do not confer a tradeable right
Cost-relief measures such as amnesties and subsidies (Chapter 8) are also incompatible with a
market.
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8. Tariff and pricing principles
8.1 Introduction
Various stakeholders have suggested a range of options with potential to address some of the concerns
around delivery shares. Some relate directly to changes in delivery share tariffs and charges, while others
targeting aspects of delivery share management could also have implications for tariffs or charges.
This chapter provides an initial assessment of tariff and pricing options to inform which options need further
investigation and which are unlikely to meet regulatory requirements and may not be pursued.

8.2 Context
Victorian rural water corporations are statutory authorities owned by the Victorian Government. They provide
a range of important water services across the state, and in many situations they are the only water service
provider available to offer services to rural properties.
In recognition of this monopoly position the ACCC is responsible for the overall establishment of pricing
regulation principles and arrangements for irrigation infrastructure operators within the Murray-Darling Basin.
The ACCC has accredited ESC to determine the regulated charges of infrastructure operators in Victoria.
Under the Essential Services Commission Act (2001), the Victorian Government has charged the ESC with
regulating the price, quality and reliability of services provided by rural water corporations so that they
promote the long-term interests of Victorian consumers.
This means that the tariffs and prices charged by LMW and GMW must be reviewed and approved by the
ESC before they can be implemented. The Commission oversees and regulates water pricing in accordance
with clear principles. Any proposed options for addressing delivery share issues that are not consistent with
the ESC and ACCC regulatory principles are unlikely to be put into action.
While this paper seeks to assess the options against these principles, some of these principles are
subjective. This can result in a regulator accepting an option that may not completely align with each
principle. There are many regulatory precedents where regulators have had to make trade-offs between
principles based on what it considers to be the best overall outcome.

8.3 Options
The following options have been grouped into three categories:
•
•
•

System-wide, policy-based changes to the tariff structure
Changes to the IAF or DSF and how they are recovered
Changes to charges that are calculated based on the number of delivery shares.

Table 14 provides more detail about the options.
Table 14: Tariff and pricing options

Option

Description

System-wide changes
Option 12: Amnesty period for unwanted
delivery shares (GMW and LMW)

The premise of this option is that holders of delivery shares would be
able to relinquish some or all their delivery shares for a specified period
of time during which termination fees would not apply or could be
reduced.

Option 13: Increase contribution of
environmental water use to district
operations and maintenance costs (GMW
and LMW)

This option would involve increasing infrastructure use charges
associated with environmental water deliveries, with a corresponding
decrease in charges to irrigators.

Option 14: Apply comparable charges on
water that is traded out of the region
(GMW and LMW)

This option would develop a charge equal to a delivery share that would
be applied to water entitlements that are traded out of the region.
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Option

Description

Option 15: Government subsidies (GMW
and LMW)

Government to provide targeted subsidies to cover infrastructure
maintenance costs which reduce the cost to serve, for example,
maintenance cost on assets that have been gifted to GMW through the
GMW Connections Project.

Changes to the IAF or DSF
Option 16: Alter the recovery basis for
IAF/DSF (GMW and LMW)

Consider alternative structural approaches to recovering the IAF fixed
costs rather than delivery shares. Potential options include:
-

Area that is serviced by the connection (hectare)

-

Area recently irrigated (hectare) or average consumption (e.g.
over the last three years)

-

Change the balance in the recovery of fixed charges between
the IAF and service point fee

-

Distance-based charging mechanism (i.e. distance from offtake).

Changes to charges related to delivery shares
Option 17: Alter the level and application
of the usage fee (GMW and LMW)

Option 18: Alter the level and application
of the Termination Fee (GMW and LMW)

This option could involve changing the levels and application of both the
use and casual use fee. Examples include:
-

Changing the threshold for which the casual use fee is applied.
For example, a change in the threshold may result in the casual
use fee only applying when use is 100 times the delivery shares
held, whereas the current threshold is 270 (for GMW delivery
shares as an example)

-

Having a stepped use charge based on the annual delivery
allowance (ADA) – equal to an inclining block tariff.

This option relates to the termination fees that are attached to the IAF.
This option has two potential aspects:
-

Increasing or decreasing the termination fee

-

Reducing the termination fee multiplier when termination
involves full surrender of all delivery shares attached to a
property (except D&S) and can facilitate reconfiguration and
rationalisation of assets so that remaining customers are no
worse off than if a 10 times multiplier was applied.

It also includes providing greater transparency regarding the rationale
and conditions for discounting or waiving the termination fee.

8.4 Assessment
8.4.1 High level assessment principles
The assessment was structured around principles commonly used in regulatory frameworks to assess tariff
structures for LMW and GMW. They cover the most important or fundamental principles that would be
considered by economic regulators, including those used in the ACCC’s review of the ESC’s application for
accreditation under the Water Charge Infrastructure Rules (WCIR) to allow it to determine regulated charges
for Part 6 and Part 7 operators in Victoria. In providing the accreditation, the ACCC incorporated two terms
and conditions that apply to the accredited arrangements:
a) The ESC must apply pricing principles for price approvals and determinations under the Water
Charge Infrastructure Rules published by the ACCC, and
b) On request, the ESC must provide to the ACCC information relevant to the ESC carrying out its
functions under accredited arrangements.
The first requirement was designed to make sure that one set of pricing principles will be applied to price
determinations for rural water providers across the Murray-Darling Basin. This is to ensure consistency in
pricing where there are multiple regulators. The pricing principles that relate to tariff structure are:
•
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•
•
•
•

ensure sufficient revenue streams to allow efficient delivery of the required services
give effect to the principles of user pays in respect to water storage and delivery in irrigation systems
achieve pricing transparency
facilitate efficient water use and trade in water entitlements.

These principles focus on the setting of tariffs. However, they do not consider the transitional issues
associated with changing existing tariff structures. Given this, the assessment also considered an additional
principle regarding distributional impacts, which is to make sure distributional impacts resulting in negative
customer impacts can be managed through transition.
There may be other more detailed or specific economic regulatory requirements that influence the feasibility
of the options.
8.4.2 Option 12: Amnesty period for unwanted delivery shares (GMW and LMW)
A number of holders of delivery shares are no longer irrigating, or irrigating as much as in the past, have
purchased property with delivery shares attached but have no intension to irrigate, or are seeking to exit
irrigation.
For many of these customers, holding delivery shares is a significant cost and termination fees for cancelling
unwanted delivery shares may create cash flow difficulties. This has resulted in customers continuing to hold
delivery share where they have no intention of using the delivery network. This loss of accurate pricing
signals can result in inefficient reconfiguration of the network, or inappropriate continuation.
The premise of this option is that holders of delivery shares would be able to relinquish some or all of their
delivery shares for a specified time during which termination fees would not apply, or could be reduced.
Depending on the intent behind this option, it may be that the amnesty would only apply where the customer
relinquishes all delivery shares and disconnects from the network – as this is more likely to result in cost
reductions for the network.
Key considerations and potential consequences
One of the issues this option can address is the issue of delivery shares that come with land. Some buyers of
land may not be aware of the delivery share charges at the time of purchase and/or not understand how the
charge is applied.
The main beneficiaries of this option are people who hold delivery shares and no longer want to irrigate or
hold them. They would avoid significant costs from continuing to hold delivery shares that they do not want or
need. This will result in a more efficient allocation of delivery shares across the network, but it is not clear
how this may impact on the cost to serve remaining customers.
Given the size of the IAF, the main considerations from a pricing perspective would be the implications of lost
revenue from both the IAF and termination fees from people who use the amnesty. All else being equal, the
remaining holders of delivery shares and the water corporation would be exposed to a lower revenue base,
without any proportionate decrease in the cost base and so putting upward pressure on prices.
Table 15 presents the assessment of Option 12 against regulatory framework principles.
Table 15: Assessment of Option 12 against regulatory framework principles

Principles

Initial assessment

Promote the economically
efficient use of water
infrastructure assets

Unlikely to directly impact the efficient use of water infrastructure assets, although
this would require empirical testing. The key consideration is whether the
subsequent increase in prices for the remaining customer base results in some
charges that are above the stand-alone costs of providing the service – and
therefore outside the band for efficient pricing. For those relinquishing delivery
share, it would be important to consider whether access would be physically
terminated (e.g. outlets decommissioned) and whether this would assist in asset
rationalisation and a reduced cost base.
An amnesty could also send the wrong signals to the remaining irrigators that more
amnesties might be likely in the future. Where this is the case, there is a risk that
these customers inefficiently increase their exposure to delivery shares with an
expectation that they will not incur the termination fee.
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Principles

Initial assessment

Ensure sufficient revenue
streams to allow efficient
delivery of the required
services

Revenue recovery would be a key consideration with this option. Without any other
changes, the water corporation would be subject to a reduced revenue base. This
could be addressed by increasing charges to remaining customers, government
funding the equivalent foregone termination fees, reducing the cost base including
potentially reducing services, or some combination of the above.

Give effect to the principles of
user pays in respect of water
storage and delivery in
irrigation systems

If costs continue to be recovered through the appropriate charges, this option is
unlikely to impact on this principle at a broad level.

Achieve pricing transparency

This option is unlikely to impact on pricing transparency although this depends on
implementation.

Facilitate efficient water use
and trade in water
entitlements

This option is unlikely to impact on water use and trade in water entitlements or
allocations.

Minimise distributional
impacts resulting in negative
customer impacts

This option is likely to have some distributional impacts – from those who benefit
from the amnesty to the remaining customers and/or government. The magnitude of
these distributional impacts will depend on the details of the amnesty.

Overall findings
This option satisfies some of the principles, but several considerations need to be addressed. The main one
is how the water corporation would recoup the lost revenue and the longer-term signals that an amnesty
might send to irrigators in that there might be opportunities for a future amnesty if there is enough pressure
from stakeholders.
Up to 25 per cent of GMW customers hold delivery shares well above use, with a maximum potential
revenue loss of over $80 million, equal to $8 million of recurrent revenue per year over the 10-year period
covered by termination fees.
Given the disbursed spatial distribution of customers likely to participate in an amnesty (GMW Strategic
Advisory Panel report), an amnesty would not generate sufficient cost savings through infrastructure
rationalisation to absorb the reduced revenue. GMW would need to make up the shortfall through increasing
costs for remaining users and/or reducing levels of service.
An amnesty would set a precedent for the future and potentially undermine the longer-term commitment to
full cost recovery in the rural water sector. This option may be more effective if combined with commitments
to either stop access to the network or reduce service, either immediately or over time.
8.4.3 Option 13: Increase contribution of environmental water use to district operations and
maintenance costs (GMW and LMW)
This option would involve increasing infrastructure use charges associated with environmental water
deliveries, with a corresponding decrease in charges to irrigators.
Key considerations and potential consequences
As environmental water holders don’t own land they cannot hold delivery shares. But they do require access
to some parts of irrigation district infrastructure or natural waterways within them to deliver environmental
water, e.g. Gunbower and Broken Creeks.
The Goulburn and Murray environmental entitlements include principles for GMW to calculate delivery
charges. These entitlements also enable the Victorian Environmental Water Holder (VEWH) and GMW to
agree to vary the method for determining delivery costs. VEWH and GMW have entered into a contract that
determines the levels of service and prices for delivering water through GMW’s distribution system.
The charges are not subject to independent regulation 5 and are not developed as transparently as regulated
charges. There are not consistent state-wide pricing principles for determining charges.

5

The well-established independent price regulation arrangements in Victoria focus on the pricing regimes faced by traditional water users rather than
pricing for environmental water services.
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The Victorian Government recognises the need for improved environmental charging arrangements that are
clear, transparent and equitable and has initiated a state-wide review through Water for Victoria looking at
headworks, delivery and water resource charges.
These principles guide the determination of charging arrangements for environmental water:
•
•
•
•

prices for services to environmental water holders will reflect costs
prices to reflect the level of services received
prices to provide signals for the efficient and sustainable use of water infrastructure
prices will not deter environmental watering.

Important considerations in the review are how to balance:
•

•

•

The services required by environmental water holders which are often different from those needed
by other water users. All the water held by the VEWH is delivered on an interruptible basis as this
level of service generally meets environmental watering needs
Formal environmental obligations on water corporation performance, set through Statement of
Obligations issued by the Minister, that must be considered by the ESC when setting prices for
irrigation services
Applicable charges as described in environmental and bulk entitlements.

DELWP is conducting the review and the first step is the release of the Environmental Water Charges
Information Paper giving an overview of the history and evolution of environmental water charging
arrangements in Victoria. DELWP is engaging with key stakeholders in the review, including water
corporations, catchment management authorities and environmental water holders.
The recommendations from the review of environmental water charges will apply state-wide and will direct
how to determine infrastructure use charges paid by environmental water holders.
Overall findings
Future arrangements for environmental water charges, not just infrastructure use charges, are being
determined through the state-wide review of environmental water charges and will not be considered further
in this review of delivery shares. Officers doing the review of environmental water charges have been
advised of the option to increase the contribution of environmental water use to district operations and
maintenance costs.
8.4.4 Option 14: Applying comparable charges on water that is traded out of a region (GMW and
LMW)
This option would be to develop a charge equal to a delivery share that would apply to water entitlements
transferred out of a region. This charge would apply even if the entitlements were not delivered through the
irrigation networks or were traded interstate. It would apply to:
•
•

Environmental water entitlements that are transferred to another region
Water entitlements held by private diverters that are transferred to another region.

Key considerations and potential consequences
This option is based on the perception that water entitlement holders who buy water in a district and move it
elsewhere should continue to pay for part of the infrastructure costs for the original district. The basis for this
view is that less water will be delivered through the water infrastructure, resulting in less revenue available to
cover the largely fixed infrastructure costs.
Since unbundling, the responsibility for delivery share costs remains with the property owner regardless of
the sale of water entitlements. The ACCC bans the cancellation or compulsory termination of delivery shares
on the sale of water entitlements. The Commission has also prohibited applying shadow delivery charges
when water trades out of an irrigation infrastructure operator’s area.
Table 16 presents the assessment of Option 14 against regulatory framework principles.
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Table 16: Assessment of Option 14 against regulatory framework principles

Principles

Initial assessment

Promote the economically efficient use of water
infrastructure assets

This is unlikely to be met as the charge would be applied
to environmental water holders that do not use the water
infrastructure asset and is likely to result in charges to the
remaining customer base that are not cost reflective. If
the charges are not cost reflective, it is unlikely to
promote the economically efficient use of water
infrastructure assets.

Ensure sufficient revenue streams to allow efficient
delivery of the required services

This depends on how the option is implemented but could
be revenue neutral.

Give effect to the principles of user pays in respect of
water storage and delivery in irrigation systems

This option is unlikely to comply with this principle as it
would be imposing a charge on entitlement holders that
do not use the infrastructure/service.

Achieve pricing transparency

This option is unlikely to satisfy this principle of
transparency.
Questions may also arise as to why this charge is to be
imposed on environmental water holders that transfer
water out of a district and not an irrigator within the
district.

Facilitate efficient water use and trade in water
entitlements.

This option is unlikely to comply as it could discourage
trade to other areas because of additional costs involved.

Minimise distributional impacts resulting in negative
customer impacts

This option is likely to have negative distributional
impacts for environmental water holders which could be
significant, and would likely need to be significant if they
were to have any material impact on delivery share
charges for the remainder of the customer base.

Overall findings
Imposing a charge equivalent to delivery shares on water entitlement holders who no longer hold water in the
district is inconsistent with user pays principles and likely to result in charges that do not reflect costs for the
remainder of the customer base. This is likely to result in economically inefficient use of the assets.
8.4.5 Option 15: Government subsidies (GMW and LMW)
Government to provide targeted subsidies to cover infrastructure maintenance costs to reduce the cost to
provide a service, as in assets that have been gifted to GMW through the GMW Connections project.
Key considerations and potential consequences
This option has the potential to undermine the existing regulatory framework based on full cost recovery.
Specifically, it could undermine signals for efficient investment and use of infrastructure. It also has the
potential to have a material impact on the administrative costs of managing such an approach.
Table 17 presents the assessment of Option 15 against regulatory framework principles.
Table 17: Assessment of Option 15 against regulatory framework principles

Principles

Initial assessment

Promote the economically efficient use
of water infrastructure assets

This option has the potential to result in inefficient use of water
infrastructure assets as the full cost to provide a service is not being
signalled to the user.
It can also create an undesirable precedent with users expecting future
government-initiated projects to have subsidies for ongoing infrastructure
maintenance.

Ensure sufficient revenue streams to
allow efficient delivery of the required
services
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This option would not have a negative impact on revenue streams as the
service provider would be recovering the revenue for ongoing
infrastructure maintenance from government as opposed to users.

Principles

Initial assessment

Give effect to the principles of user pays
in respect of water storage and delivery
in irrigation systems

This option does not comply with the user pays principles.

Achieve pricing transparency

Depending on the specifics of any subsidies, this option may not satisfy
this principle.
There would likely need to be clear principles around what has been gifted
and therefore how the subsidies would be applied. It would also require an
extra level of oversight to make sure it wasn’t being misused and there
was appropriate transparency for customers.

Facilitate efficient water use and trade in
water entitlements.

This is unlikely to have an impact on water use and trade in water
entitlements.

Minimise distributional impacts resulting
in negative customer impacts

There is unlikely to be any specific negative customer impacts because of
the introduction of subsidies. However, there is the potential for negative
reactions from those customers who had invested in improvements to onfarm efficiency and are now observing other customers receiving subsidies
for those same benefits.

Overall findings
This option fails to satisfy key principles regarding the economically efficient use of water infrastructure and
user-pays principles. This is driven by the subsequent pricing signals not being based on full cost recovery.
8.4.6 Option 16: Alter the recovery basis for the Infrastructure Access Fee and Delivery Share Fee
(GMW and LMW)
The option involves considering alternative structural approaches to recovering the IAF/DSF fixed costs
rather than delivery shares. Potential approaches to recovering costs include:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Area that is serviced by the connection (hectare)
Area recently irrigated (hectare) or average use (e.g. over the last three years)
Change the balance in the recovery of fixed charges between the IAF and service point fee
Distance-based charging mechanism, such as distance from off-take.

Key considerations and potential consequences
The rationale for re-basing the IAF/DSF is that it no longer accurately reflects the use of the network.
Delivery shares were originally assigned to irrigators in proportion to the volume of entitlement held. With
significant trade out of some public irrigation districts and changes between customers, there may be an
argument for re-basing the delivery shares to better reflect network use.
There are many sub-options that could be contemplated under this option.
Table 18 presents the assessment of Option 16 against regulatory framework principles.
Table 18: Assessment of Option 16 against regulatory framework principles

Principles

Initial assessment

Promote the economically efficient
use of water infrastructure assets

To meet this principle, any changes to the basis of the IAF would need to be
based on the underlying cost drivers. If the changes do not reflect the underlying
cost drivers, it is likely to provide inappropriate pricing signals to customers,
potentially resulting in economically inefficient use of water infrastructure assets.

Ensure sufficient revenue streams
to allow efficient delivery of the
required services

If the re-basing of the charge with serviced area (a) results in the same level of
revenue to be recovered, then this will not cause any issues with this principle.
There is a risk that the sub-options (b) and (c) would result in revenue volatility
for the service provider. This could result in insufficient revenue in some years,
therefore potentially requiring the service provider to borrow funds to continue
operations. This increased volatility is likely to result in increased costs for the
service provider, which would ultimately need to be passed through to
customers.
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Principles

Initial assessment

Give effect to the principles of
user pays in respect of water
storage and delivery in irrigation
systems

This will depend on the view as to whether the ongoing use of the network no
longer reflects the existing rationale for determining delivery shares.

Achieve pricing transparency

Any changes to the tariff structure will need to be transparent for customers. The
structure will need to be able to be understood by customers so they are aware
of how the charges are applied to them. Some of the sub-options in this category
could become overly complex with many different charges for different
customers creating concerns.

Facilitate efficient water use and
trade in water entitlements.

If the changes to the tariff structure reflect the underlying costs, this should not
inhibit efficient water use and trade in water entitlements.

Minimise distributional impacts
resulting in negative customer
impacts

There is the potential for considerable distributional impacts that will need to be
managed. Depending on the specific option, this is likely to arise where
customers have large properties but currently hold a small number of delivery
shares, or large irrigated area but currently hold a small number of delivery
shares, or between high and low volume users in the region, or if they are large
users based a long way from the main off-take.

If a change is driven by a finding that the original allocation of delivery shares to
users is no longer appropriate and an alternative structure would be more
appropriate, then this would comply with the user pays principles. However, it
should be noted that there is a likelihood of negative reactions where the
charges are re-based as there is significant history in the initial setting of the
delivery shares (see the distributional impacts).

Overall findings
The option could be investigated in more detail as it might comply with regulatory requirements. However, a
decision needs to be made about whether this is acceptable for customers, particularly larger users who
might be worse off if there was a re-basing of the charge. Pursuing this option would mean developing major
customer engagement and transition arrangements.
There are also potential issues with implementing some of the sub-options which need further assessment.
Depending on the specific option, there is potential for ongoing administration costs to maintain information
on which the charge is based.
8.4.7 Option 17: Alter the level and application of the use fee (GMW and LMW)
This option could involve changing the levels and application of both the use and casual use fee. Examples
include:
a) Changing the threshold for applying the casual use fee. A change in the threshold may result in the
casual use fee applying when use is 100 times the delivery shares held, whereas currently the
threshold in GMW’s region is equal to 270 times delivery shares.
b) Having a stepped use charge based on the annual delivery allowance (ADA) – equal to an inclining
block tariff.
An example of the type of stepped block charging that could be considered is presented in Table 19. Further
work is needed on the design of the stepped scale of increasing delivery charges to identify the most
appropriate steps and a suitable scale of increasing delivery charges.
These options are intended to increase the value of holding delivery shares, potentially increasing uptake
and reducing costs across the system for each delivery share. The biggest scope for change is within GMW
districts, where the ADA currently allows water use up to 270 times the delivery shares before casual use
fees are charged. The threshold for casual use in LMW districts is equal to the delivery shares held, but
currently casual use fees are equal to the DSF.
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Table 19: Conceptual water use ranges for applying stepped charging for water use between the delivery share volume and
the GMW ADA

Block

Description

Charging basis

1

use from 0 to 100 times the delivery share

Standard use fee or
Given that the variable cost of delivery on the GMW system
is now quite low, this first block could be zero delivery charge

2

use from 100 to 150 times the delivery
share

2 times the standard use fee

3

use from 150 to 250 times the delivery
share

4 times the standard use fee

4

use above 250 times the delivery share

10 times the standard use fee
(Note, this is approximately the level of current casual use
fees)

Key considerations and potential consequences
There is a balance for the service provider in encouraging use of the network while not devaluing the value
of holding delivery shares. This will depend on how customers value holding delivery shares and whether
this is driven by getting priority access or avoiding casual use fees. Also any changes to use charges are
likely to result in changes in the service provider’s revenue risk that will need to be managed. This option
needs to be considered in the light of other potential reforms to the role and purpose of delivery shares.
Table 20 presents the assessment of Option 17 against regulatory framework principles.
Table 20: Assessment of Option 17 against regulatory framework principles

Principles

Initial assessment

Promote the economically efficient use of
water infrastructure assets

This will be dependent on whether the change in the use fee or the
casual use fee reflects costs or not. If the change is implemented to
reflect the underlying costs of the service provision, then this will promote
the economically efficient use of the water infrastructure assets. Where it
is not cost-reflective, this is likely to result in inefficient use and crosssubsidies between different types of users (e.g. high to low volume users
if the variable charge is set higher than the long-term variable costs).
A tiered structure in urban water pricing is generally viewed as being
inconsistent with economically efficient outcomes, because it is highly
unlikely that the two different prices can both be considered to reflect
costs.

Ensure sufficient revenue streams to
allow efficient delivery of the required
services

Any increase in the proportion of revenue to be recovered from use
charges will result in increased risk for the service provider in generating
sufficient revenue.

Give effect to the principles of user pays
in respect of water storage and delivery
in irrigation systems

This principle is satisfied when a cost-reflective use charge is adopted.

Achieve pricing transparency

This option would satisfy this principle if the tariff structure is clearly
communicated.

Facilitate efficient water use and trade in
water entitlements.

If there is a significant shift from fixed to variable charges, this will shift
the recovery of costs from the delivery share to use which may influence
the allocation market. It would have to be a significant shift to have any
meaningful impact on the allocation market.
Increases in the casual use fee also have potential to impact on trade
decisions in the allocation market. The increases would need to be large
to impact on trading decisions.
This needs to be empirically tested as it would depend on the magnitude
of any potential change.
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Principles

Initial assessment

Minimise distributional impacts resulting
in negative customer impacts

There is likely to be a distributional impact between high and low volume
users. The magnitude of this impact will depend on the size of the shift
from fixed to variable charges.
Where there are material distributional impacts, an option may be to
provide a transition from the standard delivery charge to the full casual
use fee.

Overall findings
This option does satisfy some of the principles, but further details of specific options are required to make a
more definitive assessment, along with broader potential changes to the role and purpose of delivery shares.
Assuming changes reflect costs, it could result in more economically efficient outcomes. But it can be difficult
to demonstrate that a tiered use charge structure reflects costs.
8.4.8 Option 18: Alter the level and application of the termination fee (GMW and LMW)
This option considers changing the level of the delivery share termination fee. The termination charge is set
at 10 times the annual IAF or DSF for each delivery share extinguished. This is the maximum termination
charge under current ACCC rulings.
This option has two potential aspects:
a) increasing or decreasing the termination fee
b) reducing the termination fee multiplier when termination involves full surrender of all delivery shares
attached to a property (except D&S) and this can progress reconfiguration and rationalisation of
assets so that remaining customers are no worse off than if a 10 times multiplier was applied and no
reconfiguration was done.
Independently of either aspect, it is advisable to provide more transparency about the rationale and
conditions for discounting or waiving the termination fee.
Key considerations and potential consequences
The discounting or waiving of the termination fee is similar to the amnesty considered in Option 1, but there
is no time limit on it.
Waiving the termination fee might be appropriate where the service provider can demonstrate that the cost
savings of terminating service to the customer are greater than the termination fees. But if it doesn’t meet
that requirement, this puts the extra cost back on to the broader customer base. Lower termination fees can
also be an incentive for termination by providing clearer signals which then result in reconfiguration of assets
and a reduced cost base.
One of the factors to consider with high exit fees like the termination fee is the impact it has during the initial
investment. High exit fees are a barrier to leaving irrigation and protect the revenue base of GMW and LMW
from sudden material changes to the level of water demand. The flipside of this is that it can create a
material barrier to entry for potential customers who see delivery shares as a liability rather than an asset.
Regardless of any changes to the termination fee, another option is to provide more transparency about the
rationale and conditions for existing discounting or waiving of the termination fee. Greater transparency is
generally a positive, but because of the size of termination fees, it opens up the possibility of ‘gaming’ by the
customer to avoid or partly avoid the charge.
Table 21 presents the assessment of Option 18 against regulatory framework principles.
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Table 21: Assessment of Option 18 against regulatory framework principles

Principles

Initial assessment

Promote the economically
efficient use of water
infrastructure assets

As with the amnesty, this option is unlikely to directly impact the efficient use of
water infrastructure assets, although this would require empirical testing. The key
consideration for any reduction is whether the subsequent increase in prices for
the remaining customer base results in some charges that are above the
standalone costs of providing the service – and therefore outside the band for
efficient pricing. This could result in customers bypassing the network as they
have cheaper alternatives.
Specific changes to the fee for individual irrigators would need to be based on the
underlying costs of servicing those customers, i.e. a discount is provided because
no longer servicing that customer will reduce the overall costs to provide a service.

Ensure sufficient revenue
streams to allow efficient
delivery of the required services

This would be a key consideration with this option. Where termination fees are
reduced without any other changes, the water corporation would be subject to a
reduced revenue base. This could be addressed by increasing charges to
remaining customers, government funding the equivalent foregone termination
fees, reducing the cost base, or some combination of the above. This is not
necessarily a barrier but would require careful consideration.

Give effect to the principles of
user pays in respect of water
storage and delivery in irrigation
systems

If costs continue to be recovered through the appropriate charges, this option is
unlikely to impact on this principle.

Achieve pricing transparency

Increasing or decreasing the termination fee is unlikely to impact on pricing
transparency.
The second aspect of greater transparency regarding the rationale and conditions
for discounting and waiving of the termination fee will provide greater pricing
transparency for customers.

Facilitate efficient water use and
trade in water entitlements.

This option is unlikely to impact on water use and trade in water entitlements.

Minimise distributional impacts
resulting in negative customer
impacts

This option is likely to have some distributional impacts – from those that benefit
from the reduction to the remaining customers (and/or government). The
magnitude of these distributional impacts will depend on details of the change.

Overall findings
This option meets some of the principles, but may perform poorly in others and would need to be considered
more broadly in the future role and purpose of delivery shares, e.g. what water corporations are trying to
achieve by encouraging new investment.
The initial setting of the termination fee at 10 times the IAF was based on the effective life of assets in
irrigation networks and the time reasonably required to implement reconfiguration opportunities that would
lower the cost base and offset the revenue from the terminated delivery shares. Any broad move away from
this starting point is likely to be arbitrary. More clarity about when discounts or waivers may be applied to
termination fees would help with transparency around pricing.

8.5 Findings
Our assessment found some options should be considered further. The analysis was based on a high-level
understanding of the options. More detail about each option is required to undertake a more comprehensive
assessment. Options also need to be assessed against the aims of the Delivery Share Review.
A summary of our findings:
•

Option 12: Amnesty period for unwanted delivery shares (GMW and LMW) – could be an option
except it fails to protect the revenue base of water corporations which requires remaining customers
to pay higher charges and sets a precedent for future amnesties.

•

Option 13: Increase contribution of environmental water use to district operations and maintenance
costs (GMW and LMW) – future arrangements for environmental water charges, not just
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infrastructure use charges, are being explored through a state-wide review of environmental water
charges and will not be considered further in this review of delivery share.
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•

Option 14: Applying comparable charges on water that is traded out of the region (GMW and LMW)
– this option does not align with the principles and is inconsistent with the ACCC’s prohibition of
shadow delivery charges on water traded out of a region.

•

Option 15: Government subsidies (GMW and LMW) – this option fails to satisfy key principles for the
economically efficient use of water infrastructure and user-pays standards.

•

Option 16: Alter the recovery basis for IAF and DSF (GMW and LMW) – to proceed with this option,
more work is required to better understand cost drivers and to make sure that changes to the charge
reflect actual costs.

•

Option 17: Alter the level and application of the use fee (GMW and LMW) – further work is required
to understand the impact of use charges before proceeding with this option.

•

Option 18: Alter the level and application of the termination fee (GMW and LMW) – further
investigation is required to make sure that rationalisation of the network could happen and that it
would produce more flexibility and attract new investment.
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9. Preliminary findings
This report’s preliminary recommendations propose changes to delivery share arrangements in northern
Victoria based on the findings of the options assessments in Chapters 3 to 8.
Options that have been assessed as not offering any improvement over current delivery share arrangements
are not recommended. We will not develop these options further unless stakeholders can make a strong
case to include them and demonstrate the benefits they would provide.
The issues around delivery share arrangements are complex and variable and there is no single simple
solution that meets the needs of all customer types.
Instead, this review focusses on providing the best outcomes at the system scale that offer opportunities for
change now and will also support the long-term viability of our irrigation districts. This will involve developing
complementary options to be put into action in several phases.
As the Goulburn-Murray and Sunraysia districts have different infrastructure, water use and reasons for
change, some recommendations may apply more strongly to one region.
There will be more work to check feasibility of the options flagged for further investigation, with stakeholders’
contributions to refine options and resolve customer preferences.

9.1 Specification of a delivery share (Chapter 4)
9.1.1 Option 1: Reduce the annual delivery allowance (GMW)
Investigate further through stepped tariffing approaches
This option only applies to GMW districts. It looks to reduce the annual delivery allowance (ADA) from 270
ML per delivery share to a smaller multiple, lowering the amount of water use where casual use charges start
to apply. This would create an incentive for the uptake of delivery shares, which could be supported by
progressing trade or issuing new delivery shares.
The amount by which the ADA is reduced has not been specified. This is because the option is being
assessed at the conceptual level, rather than a case study examining specific design parameters. Any
decrease from the current 270 multiple could be considered arbitrary, since the designed relationships
between delivery share, water use and channel design has broken down since unbundling.
In recent years, only 10 per cent of GMW customers have used water in excess of 100 x delivery share, and
less than 3 per cent in excess of 150 x the delivery share rate. This indicates the benefits of this option on
prices and number of customers would be close to negligible. There would be a significant increase in costs
to those few irrigators who have optimised use under the current delivery share arrangements.
Although this option would be fairly simple to put into action, it would prevent the implementation of other
options that may provide greater value to irrigators, such as seasonally-based delivery shares. The stepped
tariff option presented in Chapter 8 may require some modification of the annual delivery allowance, so this
option may be explored further with tariff and pricing policies.
9.1.2 Option 2: Resizing of current delivery shares (GMW)
Not recommended
This option considers reducing the rate of water delivery (ML/d) provided through holding a delivery share.
The premise is that a smaller delivery share would hold more value for irrigators given reduced water use,
and that active users would take up more delivery shares to avoid casual use charges. This uptake could be
supported by trade, allowing surplus delivery shares to be traded. With no change to the ADA multiplier, the
volume delivered to each property before casual use fees apply would be reduced in proportion to the
resizing factor used. It is assumed that this may then encourage active users with delivery shareholdings to
take up more delivery shares to avoid the risk of casual use charges.
This option is not recommended as it locks in underutilisation of the system, and risks increasing costs to
active irrigators.
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9.1.3 Option 3: Reallocation of delivery shares (GMW)
Not recommended
Under this option, all serviced properties within an irrigation district continuing to have the option of taking
irrigation deliveries would be required to hold sufficient delivery shares to support the effective irrigation of
the property. The assumption is that this would force water users who do not currently own delivery shares,
they pay casual use charges instead, to take up delivery shares. This would require all active water users to
contribute proportionally to the system they benefit from. The increase in the total delivery shares on issue
that would result from this option would also lead to downwards pressure on price for the IAF.
This complex reform would require many landowners to make binding decisions on the long-term future of
their properties in a short period of time. While this option may be useful for major redevelopments, it is not
recommended as a general option. It is a retrospective adjustment that does not address the underlying
pressures of low water use.
9.1.4 Option 4 – Linking delivery shares to annual use limit (LMW)
Investigate further
Annual use limit (AUL) caps the amount of water that can be applied to a parcel of land to manage salinity
risks. AUL may become the limiting factor governing the extent or intensity of future irrigation in the districts.
If AUL provides the limits of development, it may be prudent to cap delivery shares available to a property
based on the available AUL.
This option would create a link between delivery shares and AUL in that the ADA from the delivery shares
held does not markedly exceed the AUL available for the property. A maximum delivery share amount based
on AUL would reduce the risk of rationing and delivery shortfall during heatwave events. Linking delivery
shares with ADA would also prevent customers from holding delivery shares in excess of the AUL available
to a property, which locks in under use of the system and limits development.
This option would work best in combination with seasonal delivery shares and with temporary trade rules
during rationing events. Guidelines for this would need to be developed.

9.2 Delivery shares and service (Chapter 5)
9.2.1 Option 5: Seasonal delivery shares (GMW and LMW)
Recommended
Dividing existing full-season delivery shares into smaller seasonal shares would provide a new product that
supports crops with water demands outside the current dominant crop types. This would mainly support
development in the Sunraysia districts which are limited by delivery capacity, but it would also offer
opportunities for new crop development within the Goulburn-Murray districts
One example of this option is dividing current delivery shares into three products for winter-spring, summer,
and autumn. While the IAF or DSF charged across the full irrigation season would not change, irrigators
could sell or potentially lease the seasonal shares they do not need for a particular period. This would lower
their costs while also reducing the cost barrier of paying for full delivery shares to new businesses looking to
enter the districts.
This intersects with several options that will either exclude it by locking in service levels, or are required to
support it, such as delivery share markets. Risks around defining seasons must be considered, including
impacts of climate change. The products offered may need to vary between districts to reflect suitability for
crop types.
9.2.2 Option 6: Different delivery service level products (GMW)
Investigate further
Differing levels of service may allow irrigators to access a delivery service that is fit-for-purpose, with
associated charges reflecting the costs of providing that service. Conceptually a lower service product would
align some of the costs incurred in maintaining and operating the system more closely with the cash flow for
farm businesses, while a higher-cost premium service product would provide confidence for high-value
investments.
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Further work is required to test if different service levels can reduce the costs of operating and maintaining
the irrigation system, resulting in an acceptable change in IAF charges. Models will need to be developed
and tested with customers.
Applying this option would require agreement between users at the spur or channel level. This poses
challenges where customers on the same channel or spur have different needs, but it may offer value as part
of longer-term reconfiguration planning.
9.2.3 Option 7: Limited term contracts (GMW)
Recommended
Delivery share contracts would guarantee a service for a specified timeframe, rather than remain an ongoing
obligation.
At the end of the contract a new contract can be agreed containing the costs for any required infrastructure
replacement, or the service may be stopped with no termination fee to pay and the channel/spur
decommissioned as part of reconfiguration. If this new concept were to go ahead it would need more
analysis and design to fully scope the arrangements, develop the delivery share contracts and establish
suitable contract arrangements and tariff structures.
Applying this option would require agreement between users at the spur or channel level.
Where the contract length is linked to the remaining lifespan of the irrigation infrastructure, this option would
support practical reconfiguration and asset rationalisation to reduce the fixed costs of the system.

9.3 Use in systems operations (Chapter 6)
These options look at ways to add value to holding delivery shares by linking them to service benefits in
systems operations. All three options can improve the benefits of holding delivery shares, increasing their
value to active irrigators. While the options are not mutually exclusive, the value they would provide depends
on customer preferences and perspectives.
Further assessment will require customers’ feedback to decide their preferred option(s) and help shape the
final recommendation(s). All three options are currently flagged for further investigation.
None of these options will assist with reconfiguration. Different options may be preferred within specific
districts.
9.3.1 Option 8: Priority ordering lead times (GMW and LMW)
Investigate further
The opportunity to differentiate ordering lead times for delivery shareholders could be achieved by providing
priority access to water ordering systems. Casual users would only be able to lodge and confirm orders
closer to the delivery date, like 24 hours earlier. This would mean that delivery shareholders would get
access to their preferred delivery slots before casual users could lodge an order.
9.3.2 Option 9: Priority volumetric access (GMW and LMW)
Investigate further
So that customers receive access to water volumes consistent with their delivery shareholdings, ordering
systems could be amended to make sure delivery shareholders get priority access to available deliveries
over each irrigation cycle. The volume ordered in any irrigation cycle would be limited to the delivery share
‘volume’. This is calculated as the delivery share units held in LMW over a 7-day period, or over a 10-day
period in GMW. Volumes above the delivery share volume may be placed as tentative orders.
LMW is already pursuing this option as a way to manage high demands in peak periods and increasing water
demands of new crops.
9.3.3 Option 10: Implement flow rates linked to delivery shares (GMW and LMW)
Investigate further
The daily rate at which individual irrigators take water from the system can be important on pipelines or
channels with a limited capacity.
Under this option the existing determined flow rates (DFR) would be updated for each property in ML per day
as an attribute of the delivery share. Water users may be required to limit the rate of delivery to their
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properties to the DFR on any day during peak demand periods. Outside peak demand periods, water users
may be able to take deliveries at higher rates than their DFR if there is spare capacity in the network.
This would provide benefits based on delivery shares held in the daily rate of take accessible to irrigators and
remove risks of not being able to take enough flow rates during high demand.

9.4 Facilitating markets in delivery share (Chapter 7)
9.4.1 Option 11: Delivery share markets (GMW and LMW)
Recommended
This option establishes the principles for progressing trade in delivery shares, managed by the water
corporations. Both LMW and GMW are working to develop supporting tools to progress improved markets in
delivery shares. The drivers in each water corporation are different and LMW is further advanced than GMW.
Markets will provide clear signals for rationalisation and flexibility for customers to adjust their delivery share
holdings as their needs change. At least initially there will be a surplus of sellers within the GMW districts. It
is important to note that a negative price for delivery shares in GMW districts reflects this current imbalance
and does not indicate a market failure.
Trade would need to be restricted based on hydrological connectivity and channel/pipe capacity and it needs
preliminary work to understand delivery capacity and constraints. Once the base tools are in place further
market products could be developed like leasing and limited term transfers, which would require maintaining
channel capacity for the return transfer of the leased delivery share. These market tools may have value for
managing delivery risks in LMW during peak demand, however trade regulations would be required to
manage free-rider risks.
Markets are required to implement some other preliminary recommendations, but some may complicate or
conflict with others.
•

•

Markets are a prerequisite for implementing:
o

Reducing the annual delivery allowance

o

Link deliver shares to annual use limit

o

Seasonal delivery shares.

Markets may not be compatible with:
o

Different service level products

o

Limited term contracts

o

Systems operation options.

9.5 Tariff and pricing principles
These options have considered policy principles and frameworks for water pricing. Specific discussions
around pricing models and tariffs must be coordinated by the water corporations, such as the current GMW
tariff and pricing review. Implementation would require submissions to the ESC and may also require
regulatory reforms.
9.5.1 Option 12: Amnesty period for unwanted delivery shares (GMW and LMW)
Not recommended
An amnesty would allow for surrender of unwanted delivery shares with a discount, or without incurring
termination fees, or with a significant discount. An amnesty could include specific conditions such as
applying only to customers relinquishing all their delivery shares and helping to progress rationalisation.
Although this option is not contrary to water pricing principles, it raises significant issues of how the water
corporation would recoup the lost revenue and the longer-term signals that an amnesty might send to
irrigators, such as that there might be opportunities to relinquish in the future if sufficient stakeholder
pressure is applied.
It is not recommended based on the anticipated significant revenue shortfall.
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The forgone termination revenue in GMW (based on current numbers of properties with delivery share but no
water entitlement or very low water use) is around $80 million ($8.3 million per year over 10 years).
9.5.2 Option 13: Increase contribution of environmental water use (GMW and LMW)
Investigate further
This option would involve increasing infrastructure use charges associated with environmental water
deliveries, with a corresponding decrease in charges to irrigators. Different options for environmental
charges could result in a more transparent tariff structure, and need to be examined further. However, the
regulatory and policy frameworks for environmental water management are beyond the scope of this review.
The Victorian Government recognises the need for improved environmental charging arrangements that are
clear, transparent and fair. To address this need, the Government has initiated a state-wide review of
environmental charges through Water for Victoria. It will review headworks, delivery and water resource
charges.
The Delivery Share Review recommends that contributions to the costs of district infrastructure are
investigated further within the state-wide review of environmental water charges.
No further assessment can be carried out through the delivery share review.
9.5.3 Option 14: Applying comparable charges on water that is traded out (GMW and LMW)
Not recommended
This option considers whether water entitlement holders who buy water in a district and move it somewhere
else should continue to pay for part of the infrastructure costs for the original district. This would reduce the
impacts of water trade by linking the source district to fixed charges.
This charge would apply even if the entitlements were not delivered through the irrigation networks or were
traded interstate. Such charges would also apply to northern Victoria’s district irrigators for water traded in
from other districts.
This option is inconsistent with the ACCC’s prohibition on shadow delivery charges, as well as user-pays
principles. It could result in charges that do not reflect costs for the remaining customer base and would
result in economically inefficient use of the assets.
Also, if the delivery shares originally associated with this water were not terminated at the time of trade,
adding such a charge would constitute double-dipping, which is not allowed under Victoria’s water pricing
framework.
9.5.4 Option 15: Government subsidies (GMW and LMW)
Not recommended
This option considers the implications of targeted government subsidies to cover infrastructure maintenance
costs to reduce the cost of service, e.g. for assets that have been gifted to GMW through the GMW
Connections Project. This option would pass the costs from the beneficiaries and users of the system onto
the broader community through government revenue raising.
This option does not comply with many pricing principles and undermines the existing regulatory framework
which is based on full cost recovery. It also erodes signals for efficient investment and use of infrastructure.
This approach is not feasible for managing delivery infrastructure for the long-term viability of irrigation
districts.
9.5.5 Option 16: Alter the recovery basis for the IAF/DSF (GMW and LMW)
Investigate further
This option examines different approaches for calculating the charges currently issued on the basis of
delivery shares held. It aims to address concerns that delivery shares no longer accurately reflect how
irrigation infrastructure is used and should not form the basis of cost recovery.
The variations considered for alternative charging bases that may better reflect the network were:
a. Area that is serviced by the connection (hectare)
b. Area recently irrigated (hectare) or average consumption (e.g. over the last 3 years)
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c.

Change the balance in the recovery of fixed charges between the IAF and service point fee

d. Distance-based charging mechanism (i.e. distance from off-take).
Options b. and c. increase the risks of revenue volatility for the water corporations and are not
recommended. Increased volatility is likely to result in increased costs for the service provider, which would
ultimately need to be passed through to customers. This leaves only options a. and d. open for
consideration.
These options are administratively complex and the impacts on customers could be significant. Those who
have optimised their operations based on current delivery share arrangements are likely to be worse off
under these options. Detailed modelling of specific options would be required to determine the feasibility for
effective and efficient cost recovery.
9.5.6 Option 17: Alter the level and application of the usage fee (GMW and LMW)
Investigate further
This option looks at approaches for the variable component of water charges, and how they can be used to
alter charges linked to delivery shares. This is a tariff-based approach to effectively reduce the annual
delivery allowance (ADA). It aims to balance the needs of water corporations in encouraging the best use of
the network while providing greater value to holding delivery shares.
The two models proposed are:
a. Changing the threshold for applying casual use fees to be within the ADA. For example, a change in
the threshold may result in the casual use fees only applying when use is 100 times the delivery
shares held rather than the current 270 times threshold for GMW.
b. Having a stepped use charge based on the ADA, equivalent to an inclining block tariff. For example,
charging blocks could be 0-100 times delivery share, 100 – 150, 150 – 250 times, and 250+.
Impacts of these changes are likely to be felt most strongly by high volume users, depending on the structure
selected. The biggest scope for change is within GMW districts because of their ADA.
9.5.7 Option 18: Alter the level and application of the termination fee (GMW and LMW)
Recommended
Termination fees for disconnecting from the irrigation system are directly linked to delivery shares, with
prices capped at 10 times the annual IAF or DSF for each delivery share terminated. Changes in the amount
charged for termination have the potential to alter how many customers choose to terminate their delivery
shares, with flow-on cost impacts for remaining delivery shareholders and signals provided for infrastructure
reconfiguration.
The options investigated were:
a. increasing or decreasing the termination fee
b. reducing the termination fee multiplier when termination involves full surrender of all delivery shares
attached to a property.
The initial setting of the termination fee at 10 times the IAF was based on the time that would reasonably be
required to implement reconfiguration opportunities to lower the cost base and offset the revenue from the
terminated delivery shares. Any broad movement (increase or decrease) away from this starting point is
likely to be arbitrary.
Subsequently, option a. is unlikely to provide system-wide benefits and is not recommended.
Option b. provides for a discount in termination fees where termination would progress reconfiguration to
reduce ongoing costs. The conditions for and amount of discount applied would need to be determined
through clear, repeatable and transparent criteria to ensure fairness and consistency.
This approach is recommended.
Regardless of the actual charges, water corporations must provide more transparency for the rationale and
conditions for discounting or waiving the termination fee. They also need to communicate how the income
generated by termination fees is used, demonstrating to customers that this money is invested back into the
irrigation infrastructure to benefit remaining customers.
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9.6 Additional recommendations
The delivery share review has identified some extra opportunities to address issues associated with delivery
shares that do not specifically relate to the delivery share entitlement itself.
There is no requirement to assess these options against the criteria before identifying them as preliminary
recommendations.
9.6.1 Option 19: Distribution of water efficiency dividends (GMW)
Recommended
Delivery shareholders fund the maintenance and operation of the irrigation system, including replacing
assets with modernised equipment that reduces losses. In cases where modernisation has generated water
efficiency dividends that accrue to irrigators, any well-defined water efficiency dividends should be returned
to customers on the basis of delivery shares, as this reflects the contribution each has made to the costs of
system operation.
The form that this benefit takes can be negotiated by the water corporation with their customers to reach an
agreed model.
9.6.2 Option 20: Spatial decision-making processes (GMW and LMW)
Recommended
Many of the decisions around asset reconfiguration, rationalisation and level of service need to be made at
the spur, cluster or channel scale, rather than at the level of an individual property or through centralised
decision making.
Water corporations are to develop a clearly articulated process for initiating spatial decision-making, with
customers and the water corporation working together to arrive at agreed delivery options. This process will
support the implementation of options for limited term contracts and termination fee discounts, as well as
helping to progress infrastructure reconfiguration.
The process must be instigated by customers, enabling individual land-holders to start conversations with
their neighbours to develop proposals, with the support of the water corporation.
This recommendation supports and implements the findings of the GMW Strategic Advisory Panel review.
9.6.3 Option 21: Information, communication and transparency (GMW and LMW)
Recommended
Open and effective communication around water charges and associated rights and obligations is essential
to allow customers to make informed decisions and to maintain trust between water corporations and their
customers.
The information currently available around delivery shares must be improved to achieve this. Specific
opportunities for improvement identified through this review include:
a. Water corporations to provide clear information on all costs charged to customers, and in particular
the costs recouped through the IAF or DSF and other fees linked to water delivery charges, including
changes over time.
b. Water corporations to provide up-to-date reporting on channel capacity, use and delivery shares.
This would support markets in delivery shares as well as identifying opportunities for reconfiguration
and informing customer-led decision making.
c.

Water corporations to provide information to all customers on what delivery shares provide and how
they can be used, including discussion on the changes in water use, trade and regulation that have
occurred.

d. Requirements for real estate information statements and Section 32 Vendor Statements to disclose
any delivery shares attached to land for sale, all associated tariffs and charges, including termination
fees, and options for reducing or eliminating the delivery share.
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10. Have your say
This Preliminary Findings Report catalogues all the options examined through the Delivery Share Review.
It presents options that have been flagged as preliminary recommendations, as well as those that require
further design and investigation to confirm their viability if they are supported by the irrigation community.
DELWP is looking for community contributions to refine and confirm these initial findings through a public
submission process. We are inviting feedback from irrigators and the community to help refine the
preliminary recommendations and develop final policy recommendations that make sense and meet the
needs of the Goulburn-Murray and Sunraysia irrigation districts now and into the future.
You are invited to complete questions for stakeholders by completing the survey form online. You may also
send a submission to rural.water@delwp.vic.gov.au.
Your feedback will be used to understand community preferences and refine the options that have been
graded as recommended or for further investigation.
If you have an option that has not been covered in this report, or if you disagree with the preliminary findings,
you are invited to submit a case for that option(s), setting out the assessment criteria that would be met, the
outcomes that would be provided, and how costs would be mitigated.
Submissions that demonstrate an improvement on current delivery share arrangements will be considered in
the next phase of the review.
The preliminary recommendations will be open for community consultation and public submissions until
Monday 20 August 2018.
Opportunities to learn more about the Delivery Share Review have your say include:
•

Through GMW’s Water Services Committees

•

Through LMW’s Customer Service Advisory Committees

•

Online via Engage Victoria (engage.vic.gov.au)

•

Through attending community meetings – details are provided on Engage Victoria.

For more information about the Delivery Share Review and opportunities to get involved, please contact the
project team at rural.water@delwp.vic.gov.au

10.1 Next steps
After community consultation the initial findings presented in this paper will be refined from the conceptual
level to be assess for feasibility. This in-depth analysis will consider:
•

Community acceptance, concerns and preferences for the initial findings, including further
specification of design, functionality and anticipated impacts.

•

Identification of any policy, regulatory changes or expansions to the functionality of the Victorian
Water Register that would be required, and high-level assessment of economic feasibility.

•

Assessment of implications for linked water entitlement and market elements, such as extraction
shares, headworks charges and trading rules, and interaction with other reviews and policy areas;
like environmental water charges and delivery shortfall risks.

The work done in this stage and reporting on how feedback received from the community has been used to
refine the recommendations, will be captured and made available to the public through the Delivery Share
Review Community Response report. This report will be released through the Engage Victoria site in late
2018.

10.2 Final recommendations and implementation
Once refined and finalised, the options that have been determined to improve on the current performance or
value of delivery shares will become the final recommendations to the Minister for Water.
DELWP will work with the rural water corporations and their customers to develop implementation plans that
set out how the final recommendations will be designed and when they will be rolled out in their districts.
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The outcomes of this process will also feed into water corporation activities, including their pricing
submissions to the ESC and GMW’s transformation process. The water corporations will be responsible for
informing their customers of the potential implications of any policy changes, and for engaging with their
customers through the implementation process.
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Appendix A Goulburn-Murray Water data
In total there are 15,826 delivery shares in the Goulburn-Murray districts held by 14,128 customers. The
highest proportion of total delivery shares are held in the Central Goulburn and Torrumbarry irrigation
districts (Table 22).
Table 22: Delivery shares held by customers in Goulburn-Murray irrigation districts

Irrigation District

No. Customers

Delivery Share held (ML)

% of Customer

% of Delivery Share

Central Goulburn

3,945

3,766

28%

24%

Loddon Valley

799

2,016

6%

13%

Murray Valley

1,984

2,623

14%

17%

Nyah

264

136

2%

1%

Rochester

1,761

2,027

12%

13%

Shepparton

2,506

1,740

18%

11%

Torrumbarry

2,448

3,175

17%

20%

Tresco

167

93

1%

1%

Woorinen

233

242

2%

2%

Grand Total

14,107

15,820

100%

100%

There have only been reasonably small changes in the volume of delivery shares held since unbundling in
2007. A total of 696.7 ML per day has been terminated. This includes 95.6 ML per day of delivery share
terminated by 103 customers at a cost of approximately $3.1 million in termination fees and 601.1 ML per
day of delivery share terminated by 508 customers where the termination fees were waived – the majority as
part of infrastructure changes associated with modernisation programs (Table 23). Over the same period 149
ML per day of new delivery shares was issued to 102 customers.
Table 23: Delivery share terminated in the GMID by district

Irrigation District

Delivery Share
terminated – fees paid
(ML/day)

Delivery Share terminated –
fees waivered
(ML/day)

Delivery Share terminated District Total
(ML/day)

Campaspe

10.1

94.9

105.0

Central Goulburn

21.8

91.1

112.9

Loddon Valley

9.2

136.5

145.7

Murray Valley

35.1

75.9

110.9

Nyah

-

0.7

0.7

Rochester

2.5

28.9

31.3

Shepparton

4.2

50.0

54.2

Torrumbarry

12.9

116.7

129.6

Tresco

-

3.0

3.0

Woorinen

-

3.4

3.4

Grand Total

95.6

601.1

696.7
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At the time of unbundling each customer in the Goulburn-Murray districts received sufficient delivery shares
to deliver their water right in 100 days. A customer with 120 ML of water right would have received 1.2 ML
per day of delivery share. Dividing a customer’s water use by the delivery share they hold gives a measure of
how much of the original capacity of the system they were allocated is used in a particular year.
Figure 10 shows the average proportion of system capacity used by customers across the Goulburn-Murray
districts between 2013 and 2017. It shows that on average over the last five years customers in the gravity
districts have been using between 67% (Shepparton) and 84% (Torrumbarry) of system capacity. The
pumped districts of Nyah and Woorinen used much less.

Percentage of capacity being used

District (or GMID level) average use compared to
current network capacity
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Irrigation District

Figure 10: Proportion of system capacity being used in Goulburn-Murray irrigation districts and for area as a whole

Chapter 3 looked in some detail at the delivery share charges and how they have changed over time. Figure
11 and Figure 12 present additional information on the nominal (not adjusted for inflation) change in the IAF
charge for each gravity and pumped district. As discussed in Chapter 3 there has been increases in most
districts but once adjusted for inflation overall charges have decreased.
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GMW IAF charges over time (Not adjusted for inflation)
Annual charge ($ / delivery share)
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Year
Figure 11: Change in IAF charges for the Goulburn-Murray gravity districts (not adjusted for inflation)

GMW IAF charges over time (Not adjusted for inflation)
Annual charge ($ / delivery share)
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Figure 12: Change in IAG charges for the Goulburn-Murray pumped districts (not adjusted for inflation)

The IAF is the major component of revenue collected to cover the costs of operating and maintaining the
delivery network. In 2016-17 it represented 64% of the total revenue (Service Point Fees plus Infrastructure
Access Fees plus Infrastructure Use Fees) of $75.8 million. This proportion varies substantially between
districts with the fixed component much higher in the pumped districts of Nyah, Tresco and Woorinen ( Table
24).
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Table 24: Revenue recovered from the IAF as a proportion of total revenue for GMID districts

Total Revenue
($ millions)

IAF as a proportion of
total revenue
(%)

-

$

0.0

0%

$

10.8

$

18.2

60%

Loddon Valley

$

5.7

$

8.3

69%

Murray Valley

$

7.5

$

11.9

63%

Nyah

$

0.6

$

0.8

80%

Rochester

$

5.4

$

8.7

62%

Shepparton

$

7.5

$

11.2

67%

Torrumbarry

$

9.2

$

14.5

63%

Tresco

$

0.5

$

0.6

80%

Woorinen

$

1.3

$

1.6

86%

Grand Total

$

48,531

$

75,756

64%

Irrigation District

IAF Revenue
($ millions)

Campaspe

$

Central Goulburn
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